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Abstract
This dissertation investigates novel approaches for analysis and visualization of two kinds of graph, scale-free
network and rooted hierarchy, at large scales with thousands to millions of nodes.
Scale-free network, whose node degree distribution follows a power-law function, often arises in sociology,
financial analysis, and the sciences. Such graphs are usually densely connected and far from planar, which
makes their visualizations very challenging. We thus present two novel approaches, a simplification method
and a clustering method, that analyze graph structure and generate effective visualizations. The simplifi-
cation method ranks graph edges and removes ”unimportant” ones to clarify the visualization. Whereas
the clustering method clusters nodes into affinity groups and renders edges between different groups as
curve bundles to create more structured visualizations. To efficiently process large graphs, we propose GPU
algorithms for accelerating several centrality metrics that are commonly used to rank graph nodes/edges.
Rooted hierarchy is commonly used to represent hierarchical data (e.g. file system, genealogy) and
facilitate visualization of complex graphs. Large hierarchies are often very irregular with non-uniform node
degrees, which makes them challenging to visualize using existing non-adaptive methods. We thus introduce
a circular tree drawing method that adapts the visualization either automatically according to the hierarchy
or interactively based on user actions.
We demonstrated those methods with several applications and real world data sets to show that they
provide better visualization, exploration, and understanding of large graphs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Graphs are widely used to represent data in many areas, from sociology to finance, from biology to chemistry,
from internet to software systems, and so on [65, 51]. Such data is usually composed of elements (i.e. nodes)
and relations (i.e. edges) between those elements. Although statistically analysis is an important tool to
find patterns and develop hypotheses on graph data, visual exploration through a visualization system is
often used to create intuitive overviews and discover insights missed with quantitative measures alone [33].
Thus visualization is a very useful tool to analyze and explore graph data that are not well understood with
our knowledge.
With the explosion of information, graph data sets are increasing rapidly in both available amount and
their complexities. Figure 1.1 illustrates different visualizations of a user network snapshot from the Yahoo
photo sharing website Flickr.com. It has 0.8 million users and 6.6 million friendships. The visualization in
Figure 1.1(a) is created with the conventional force-directed layout method proposed by Fruchterman and
Reingold [47]. A graph at such a large scale posts several challenges to existing visualization systems, at
aspects of layout, rendering and performance:
• How to layout the graph to avoid edge crossings and occlusion in presence of so many nodes and edges.
• How to render edges in the scale of screen pixels and keep them perceivable.
• How to satisfy both above requirements within a reasonable amount of time.
On one hand, all those challenges urge the development of more effective and efficient visualization techniques,
that are advanced in those aspects. On the other hand, designing a visualization technique that works well
with all kinds of graph is extremely hard. Whereas focusing on particular kinds of graph allows us to take
advantage of their characteristics to design more effective visualization techniques.
In this dissertation, we particularly looked at two kind of graphs, scale-free networks and rooted hierar-
chies, and we proposed techniques to effectively solve above challenges in visualizing those graphs. Take the
Flickr user network again for an example, our techniques are able to create a better graph layout by simpli-
fying the graph first, shown in Figure 1.1(b). We further applied better rendering techniques to emphasize
1
Edge No. 6625280
(a) A snapshot of the Flickr user network (b) After our simplification approach
Edge No. 820981
(c) Pseudo coloring node based on degrees
Edge No. 820981
(d) Rendering edges with fiber model
Figure 1.1: Visualizations of a user network snapshot from Flicker.com.
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Figure 1.2: Protein interaction map and its degree distribution.
node degrees and edge orientations, as shown in Figure 1.1(c) and 1.1(d), respectively.
1.1 Scale-Free Network
Protein importance vs degrees
Page porpularity on Facebook
Scale-free networks, also named power-law networks, are networks in
which the number of nodes of degree k follows a power-law distribu-
tion [14]. This distribution is ubiquitous, natural and commonly found in
many real-world graph data sets [15, 94], including social networks, col-
laboration networks, citation networks, world web and so on. An example
network “bo”1 that represents interactions between proteins is shown in
Figure 1.2(a). Each node is a yeast protein, two proteins are connected if
they have direct interactions [71]. Analyzing those interaction help biolo-
gists to understand the dynamic state of cells. In Figure 1.2(b), we have
plotted its node degree distribution. As expected, it follow a power law
function. Most proteins only interact with a few other proteins, while a
few proteins interact with many others.
One interesting fact of scale-free network is that nodes are not created
equal. Some are more “important” than others because of the number of
connections. The importance reflects different metrics in various contexts.
For instance, in a social network, some actors are better known comparing to the average actor. In an
1http://www.nd.edu/˜networks/resources.htm
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Graph Nodes Edges Average shortest distance Clustering coefficient Comment
sp500-038 365 3206 2.809 0.665 finance
bo 1458 1948 6.812 0.071 biology
cg-web 2269 8131 3.990 0.050 world web
as-rel.071008 26242 53174 3.882 0.207 internet
hep-th 27400 352021 4.277 0.314 citation
flickr 820878 6625280 4.392∗ 0.184 social network
Table 1.1: Average shortest distance and clustering coefficient measured on a few scale-free networks.
∗Measured by sampling 1000 source nodes due to running time limit.
organism, some proteins are more critical to its survival [71], shown in the right top image. The same
phenomenon occurs on the internet where some web pages are referred more than others [27]. A recent
study on Facebook shows that 77% fan pages have less than 1000 fans while less than 1% pages owns more
than 100k fans [104]. The distribution is shown in the right bottom image. Similarly, some edges are
important than other edges. For an example, flights between airports generates a scale-free network, if we
treat airports as nodes and flights as edges. Flights between big cities will be taken more frequently, are
thus more crucial to the business of aviation companies.
One statistic characteristic of scale-free network is that the average shortest distance between two nodes
is logarithmically small, assuming the network is undirected and unweighted. Thus nodes in such graphs
are well connected, even though most nodes have low degrees. For example, the study by Stanley Milgram
[91] on social networks suggested that human society has short path lengths, which is often cited as the “Six
degrees of separation” principle.
Another characteristic of such graphs is that they usually have higher clustering coefficients comparing
to planer graphs or random graphs [121, 9]. Clustering coefficient is defined as follows:
C(v) =
|e(N(v), N(v))|
(|N(v)|(|N(v)| − 1)/2 (1.1)
where N(v) represents the neighbors of v and |e(N(v), N(v))| represents the number of edges connecting
those neighbors. (|N(v)|(|N(v)| − 1)/2 is the maximum possible number of edges between neighbors of
v. Essentially, the clustering coefficient C(v) measures the ratio between observed connectivity and the
maximum connectivity within the neighbors of v. Averaging the quantity over all graph nodes gives the
clustering coefficient of the graph. A high clustering coefficient indicates that nodes in the local neighborhood
of a scale-free network are well connected, thus can be well clustered. Table 1.1 lists both statistics, average
shortest distance and clustering coefficient, measured on a few scale-networks. Please note that the average
shortest distance for “flickr” is estimated by considering shortest distances from 1000 randomly selected
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source nodes, due to the running time limit.
All the properties differentiate scale-free networks from planar or near-planar networks. On one hand,
those properties make scale-free networks challenge for conventional visualization techniques that are usually
designed for planar or near-planar networks. Take the protein interaction map for an example, it consists
of 1458 nodes and 1948 edges, and it is visualized using a conventional layout method, the GEM method
[46], in Figure 1.2(a). In the visualization, many edges cross and occlude each other, preventing users from
perceiving the structure clearly. Edge occlusion/crossing becomes more severe on large graph, as the flicker
user network shown in Figure 1.1(a). On the other hand, the properties of scale-free network also motivate
investigations of new techniques that can take advantage of those properties. Since some nodes/edges are
more important than others, simplification becomes natural and effective to reduce the graph complexity.
Clustering is another useful technique to discover local structure of such networks.
1.1.1 Centrality Metric
Since nodes/edges in scale-free networks are not equally important, it is very necessary to measure their rel-
ative importance (i.e. centrality) and rank them accordingly. Several centrality metrics have been proposed
[103, 45, 69, 12]. A few commonly used ones are: degree centrality, closeness centrality, graph centrality,
stress centrality, and betweenness centrality [23, 12]. We assume the graph is unweighted when assessing
their complexities.
Degree centrality (DC) simply measures the number of edges incident to a node, which is equal to
the degree of the node. It is useful to find high degree nodes in a network, and those high degree nodes can
quickly catch information propagating through the network.
DC(v) = deg(v) (1.2)
Closeness centrality (CC) measures the closeness between a pair of nodes in terms of their geodesic
distance:
CC(u, v) =
1
d(u, v)
(1.3)
For a particular node v, CC is usually defined as the reciprocal of distance sum from v to all other nodes
[103]. CC is a global graph metric. A node with a high CC value indicates the node is close to all other nodes
in the graph, thus is more important. Computing CC on a graph requires computing all-pairs shortest paths
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(APSP), thus has complexity of O(m ∗ n) where m and n are the numbers of edges and nodes, respectively.
CC(v) =
1
Σu∈V d(u, v)
(1.4)
Graph centrality (GC) [60] is also defined based on geodesic distance between nodes. Unlike closeness
centrality in which distances to all other nodes are averaged, graph centrality simply picks the maximum
distance to determine centrality of a node:
GC(v) =
1
maxu∈V d(u, v)
(1.5)
Stress centrality (SC) measures the number of shortest paths passing through a node [108]. A high SC
value indicates that the node is on many shortest paths in the graph. Assuming communications happen on
shortest paths, then such nodes are under more stress than others. Meanwhile they are more critical to the
communications. Similar to CC, computing SC requires computing APSP and has complexity of O(m ∗ n).
SC(v) =
∑
u6=v 6=w∈V
σu,w(v) (1.6)
where σu,w(v) represents the number of shortest paths from node u to w that pass through node v.
Betweenness centrality (BC) is also defined using shortest paths. Let δu,w(v) denote the SP depen-
dency, which is the fraction of SP from u and w that pass through v:
δu,w(v) = σu,w(v)/σu,w (1.7)
Then BC on a node can be defined by integrating SP dependency over all possible pairs of nodes [45]:
BC(v) =
∑
u 6=v 6=w∈V
δu,w(v) =
∑
u 6=v 6=w∈V
σu,w(v)/σu,w (1.8)
It can be considered as normalized stress centrality. A high BC value on a node indicates the node is not only
on many shortest paths, but also on most of the shortest paths there are. Similar metrics can be measured
on edges as well. In terms of complexity, Brandes [23] proved that BC can be computed at the same cost of
APSP which is O(m ∗ n).
The last centrality metric, betweenness centrality, has been extensively used to analyze scale-free networks
in many different fields, including biological networks [71], financial networks [39], social networks [53],
terrorist networks [80], transportation networks [58] and so on [12]. It is also the centrality measurement we
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have applied in our proposed techniques.
1.1.2 Graph Simplification
Once we can differentiate nodes and edges in a network by their importance, we can sample or filter those ele-
ments to simplify the network. For scale-free networks that are usually highly connected and far from planar,
simplification becomes an effective approach to reduce edge occlusion/crossing in visualizations. Difference
types of simplification approaches have been proposed in literature, including stochastic filtering methods
[99, 85], deterministic filtering methods [53, 9, 93, 83, 22], clustering methods [125, 81], and many more.
We thus investigated existing work and proposed a novel simplification method that filters “unimportant”
edges. It effectively improves the visualization of scale-free networks. At the same time, it well perseveres
graph quality, in terms of graph features and metric errors. Result on the Flickr user network is shown in
Figure 1.1(b), created using the conventional force-directed layout method proposed by Fruchterman and
Reingold [47]. Figure 1.1(c) and 1.1(d) show results with better rendering, including node coloring and
anisotropic edge shading.
1.1.3 Graph Clustering
Simplification methods improve graph visualization by removing some graph edges. Meanwhile, it implies
that only part of the graph is visualized which is undesirable. Clustering methods, on the other hand, reduce
edge crossing/occlusion by visualizing graphs in a more structured way based on the generated clusters or
hierarchies. Many clustering methods are proposed recently, including [9, 125, 81] that generate level-of-
detail (LOD) visualizations, [40, 98, 67, 35] that generates curved edge drawings, [13] that takes advantage
of both, and etc. The curved edge drawing approach renders edges as curves instead of straight lines, and
merges curves into bundles to drastically reduce edge crossings and occlusion. Thus such drawing approach
generates much effective and perceivable visualizations than straight line drawings.
To generate curved edge visualizations, we investigated exiting clustering approaches and proposed a
novel clustering method that clusters nodes into affinity groups. Our method not only generates clusters of
high qualities, but also forms them into hierarchies that are suitable for curved edge visualization purpose.
Figure 1.3(c) illustrates the curved edge visualization on a research interest network of CS faculties in
University of Illinois2, and the drawing is generated using the hierarchical edge bundle (HEB) approach
proposed by Holten [67]. Each node in the network represents either a faculty or a research interest. If a
faculty has a research interest, an curved edge will be drawn between them. For comparison, a straight line
2http://cs.illinois.edu/people/faculty
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(a) The research interest network
(b) Hierarchy generated with our clustering method (c) A hierarchical edge bundle visualization
Figure 1.3: Visualizations of a research interest network of CS faculties in University of Illinois.
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Figure 1.4: Visualizations of a subtree of the mathematics genealogy.
drawing is shown in Figure 1.3(a), and it is created with the conventional GEM method [46]. Figure 1.3(b)
shows the hierarchy created with our clustering method, which is critical to visualize the network with the
HEB drawing approach.
1.2 Hierarchy
Hierarchies naturally reflect the way human organize information [90], are thus commonly used to represent
file system, organization diagram, genealogy and so on. Visualization of hierarchies allows users to efficient
explore, filter and manipulate the hierarchical data. File explorer is one classic example implementing this
purpose. Hierarchies are also usually used to store output of graph processing methods. For instance, given
a graph, certain simplification methods generate a spanning tree of the graph, and many recursive clustering
methods constructs a hierarchy of the graph nodes. Those hierarchies can further be used to explore [84] or
visualize [67] the original graph. Both areas of applications demand high quality tree visualizations.
There has been a very rich body of research for tree visualization. They can roughly be put into
three categories, including top-down drawing approaches [123, 100, 68, 29], circular drawing approaches
[41, 90, 112, 57], and treemap approaches [75, 109, 114, 28, 17]. Circular drawing is usually preferred
since it utilizes spatial space better than top-down drawing, and represents the hierarchical structure more
effectively than treemaps. We thus investigated existing circular drawing techniques, and proposed a novel
method that adapts the visualization to characteristics and properties of the hierarchical data. Our method
generates better drawings for large and irregular hierarchies. Figure 1.4 shows visualizations of a subtree
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of the Mathematics Genealogy3, which has 1040 mathematicians with “Leonhard Euler” at the root. The
radial method [41] places all nodes on concentric circles. Part of the drawing at high degree nodes becomes
crowded. Whereas our method adapts the drawing to a number of circles automatically based on node
degrees, and generates a compact drawing of higher resolution. Our method also allows users to manipulate
(e.g. add or remove) those circles interactively to explore/emphasize local details. For example, users can
choose to draw a particular mathematician and its students on a separate circle to see/show them more
clearly.
1.3 The Goals of this Dissertation
In summary, this dissertation concerns itself in the visualization of large scale-free networks and hierarchies.
We assume the scale-free networks are free of self-loops and multi-edges. Our contributions include:
• We proposed a new simplification method that recognizes and removes “unimportant” edges from a
scale-free network. Meanwhile, our method preserves important information of the graph during the
simplification, including graph topology and graph features, e.g. cliques. The graph after simplification
can be visualized with much fewer edge crossings, thus allows users to perceive its structure more
easily comparing to the original graph. We have further applied a few advanced rendering techniques,
including node coloring and edge anisotropic shading, to enhance the visualization.
• We devised a novel clustering method for scale-free networks that clusters nodes into affinity groups,
and then iteratively merges those groups to form a hierarchy. Each cluster corresponds to a node
community in which nodes are tightly connected with each other. With the obtained hierarchy, we can
visualize scale-free networks with the hierarchical edge bundle approach that draws edges using curve
bundles instead of straight lines to reduce crossings. Visualizing graph this way also allows users to
learn the connections between different node communities.
• We introduced efficient implementations of centrality metrics on GPU by finding all the computations
that can be performed in parallel and scheduling them onto thousands of threads that run simul-
taneously. Our GPU implementations obtain an order of magnitude speedup comparing to CPU
implementations, thus allow users to rank nodes/edges in large graphs more efficiently. Similar ideas
are applied to accelerate basic graph algorithms, such as breath-first search and all-pair shortest paths.
• We devised a new circular drawing approach for hierarchies by placing nodes on circles. Our approach
adaptively chooses how many circles to employ in the visualization based on characteristics of the
3http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/
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hierarchy (e.g. node degrees). Layouts of those circles can be configured according to properties of
the hierarchy. Our method generates compact visualizations for large and irregular hierarchies. Users
can further interact with the visualization by adding/removing circles to display/hide local details in
a hierarchy.
1.3.1 The Structure of this Document
Chapter 2 presents a simplification method for improving straight line drawing of scale-free networks, and
Chapter 3 presents a clustering approach that enables curved edge drawing of scale-free networks. Both the
simplification and clustering methods require ranking graph edges with centrality metrics. Chapter 4 thus
introduces efficient implementations of centrality metrics on GPU. Chapter 5 focuses on visualization of
hierarchies and introduces an adaptive circular tree drawing method. Chapter 6 summarizes all the methods
with their limitations, and demonstrates how they can be combined together to handle various visualization
purposes.
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Chapter 2
Scale-Free Network Simplification and
Visualization
This chapter proposes novel methods for visualizing large power-law graphs that arise in sociology and the
sciences. In such cases a large portion of edges can be shown to be less important and removed while
preserving component connectedness and other features (e.g. cliques) to more clearly reveal the network’s
underlying connection pathways. This simplification approach deterministically filters (instead of clustering)
the graph to retain important node and edge semantics, and works both automatically and interactively.
The improved graph filtering and layout is combined with a novel computer graphics anisotropic shading of
the dense crisscrossing array of edges to yield a full social network and scale-free graph visualization system.
Both quantitative analysis and visual results demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.
2.1 Introduction
Social and other scale-free networks are graphs with few nodes of higher degrees and many of lower de-
grees, such that the number of nodes of degree k follows a power-law distribution [14]. This distribution is
ubiquitous, natural and commonly found in the relationships studied in sociology, networking, biology and
physics.
These graphs are rarely planar, and even the best layout methods yield a space-filling jumble of edge
crossings for even medium-scale graphs. For example, Figure 2.1(a) displays the scale-free network of 1,948
interactions between 1,458 yeast proteins.
Such large graphs can be more effectively visualized in a simplified form so long as the simplification
preserves the important structures and features of the original. Section 2.2 reviews a variety of graph
simplification methods.
Node clustering simplifies graphs by merging neighboring nodes, which when repeated organizes the
graph into a hierarchy [25]. Clustering works well on planar graphs. When applied to non-planar graphs, it
can actually increase edge density which makes the layout less flexible and the display more jumbled with
more edge crossings. For example, the geodesic clustering used for the visualization in Figure 2.1(c) increases
12
Node/Edge No. 1458/1948
(a) Unsimplified
Node/Edge No. 1258/1458
(b) Stochastic edge sampling
Node/Edge No. 998/1458
(c) Geodesic clustering
Node/Edge No. 1458/1458
(d) Our method
Figure 2.1: Visualizations of the protein interaction graph “bo”, laid out with GEM [46], after different simplification
methods.
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Figure 2.2: Work flow of our edge simplification program.
the edge density from 1.34 to 1.46 edges/node and the effect worsens with the increased clustering of larger
graphs. Furthermore, the merged nodes and edges created by node clustering lose their original semantics.
Filtering methods retain edge and node semantics by ensuring the simplified graph is a subgraph of
the original. Stochastic filtering approaches statistically sample the graph, scaling well and preserving the
expectation of various graph characteristics. But for the visualization of scale-free networks where most nodes
are of least degree, stochastic filtering can destroy connectivity and other features, as it did in Figure 2.1(b).
Deterministic filtering methods remove edges based on a metric defined on graph elements. One com-
monly used metric is “betweenness centrality,” [45] which indicates how often a node lies on the shortest
(and presumably most used) communication path(s) between other nodes
BC(v) =
∑
u 6=v 6=w∈V
σu,w(v)/σu,w (2.1)
where σu,w counts the number of shortest paths between u and w, and σu,w(v) counts only the ones containing
v.
Girvan and Newman [53, 93] compute the betweeness centrality for edges instead of nodes, and remove
the highest BC edges from a graph to isolate and cluster its subnetworks. But scale-free networks do
not cluster well because most of their nodes are minimally connected, so for their visualization we instead
remove the lowest BC edges from a graph, leaving a skeletal substructure of communication pathways. Our
filtered simplification in Figure 2.1(d) removes 50% of the edges while retaining 80% of its total betweenness
centrality, as a measure of its preservation of communication pathways.
This development leads to a novel deterministic filtering approach that improves the simplification, layout
and visualization of scale-free networks. This method filters a graph by removing edges in order of increasing
betweenness centrality. We constrain this filter to preserve connectivity and other features (e.g. cliques) by
marking feature edges in a graph preprocessing pass, and keeping an edge if it is marked or if its removal
disconnects a connected component of the original graph. The resulting simplified graph thus avoids the
distraction of edges seldom utilized in the propagation of information across the network, while retaining
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the connectivity and other pre-identified features of the original. Furthermore, removing edges improves the
flexibility, convergence and quality of node layout algorithms. Figure 2.2 illustrates this approach as detailed
in Section 2.3.
The betweenness centrality edge metric relies on an expensive all-pairs shortest path computation. We
discovered that on scale-free networks, betweenness centrality can be accurately approximated by computing
shortest paths only from hubs, of which there are only O(log n) according to the power-law distribution, as
described in Section 2.4, which also compares other approximations to establish the novelty of our hub-subset
BC. We believe this approach is novel, as a recent survey of BC variations [24] includes choosing a random
subset of shortest path endpoints but not specifically targeting the hubs.
Because edge-filtered graphs can still be large and visually complex, our visualization method also in-
corporates rendering techniques suited to dense fibrous materials to aid in understanding. The anisotropic
shading of thin threadlike materials is a familiar cue of fibrous directionality. Shading a scale-free network’s
dense mass of edges in this manner accentuates hubs which appear like the poles of wound-thread holiday
ornaments, as shown in Section 2.5.
The results in Section 2.6 demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach at simplifying and displaying
scale-free networks, followed by conclusions in Section 2.7.
2.2 Previous Work
Recent previous work relevant to the simplification and visualization of power-law graphs is briefly summa-
rized below.
2.2.1 Graph Layout
Force-directed approaches are easy to implement and work well for most graphs [36, 42, 47, 77]. Recent,
more powerful layout methods have been proposed, including GEM [46], GRIP [49], ACE [79], FM3 [59]
and Topolayout [7], but work better on near planar graphs. None of these work well for large power-law
graph visualization because of the dense edges crossings they produce, which prompted our investigation into
(edge) simplification. Our contribution makes these algorithms practical for scale-free graphs by providing a
simpler domain for layout. In implementation, our results are laid out using either force-directed FR method
[47] or GEM [46].
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2.2.2 Node Clustering
Brandes et al. [25] survey a variety of clustering approaches. Wu et al. [125] hierarchically clustered nodes
by their shortest-path distance from hub nodes (chosen by min BC or max degree) for data mining and
visualizing power-law graphs. Kumar and Garland [81] used clustering to stratify a graph into different
layers for independent, faster layout and overlayed for interactive visualization.
2.2.3 Stochastic Filtering
Rafiei and Curial [99] used stochastic and focus-based filtering schemes to simplify large graphs for visualiza-
tion. Leskovec and Faloutsos [85] analyzed these for a variety of graph properties using random node/edge
selection and random walks.
2.2.4 Deterministic Filtering
As mentioned in the introduction, Girvan and Newman [53, 93] removed high-BC edges to isolate hubs
to facilitate their clustering. Auber et al. [9] filtered out weak edges in a weighted graph to display a
clustered hierarchy of strongly connected graph components. Both Lee et al. [83] and Boutin et al. [22]
filter graphs by growing a tree of nodes and edges from a user selected root node, the latter yielding a
spanning tree whose degree-based construction retained the scale-free statistics of the original graph, and
adding back “short edges” to preserve small clusters. Such tree-growing filters resemble graph spanners
[97] which yield a metric-approximate subgraph, whereas our approach removes low-BC edges to yield a
communications-approximate subgraph.
2.3 Edge Filtering
Given a graph G = {V,E}, we find a simplified subgraph G′ = {V,E′ ⊆ E} such that nodes connected by a
pathway in G remain connected by some pathway in G′.We also identify and mark feature edges, (specifically
those that form cliques) in G so they can be preserved in G′. We compute and assign an edge metric bc(e)
(approximating betweenness centrality). We remove only unmarked edges in order of non-decreasing bc(e),
and only those edges whose removal does not increase the number of connected components.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the implementation of this process. The initial connectivity test determines the
number of connected components in the initial graph. An input graph with multiple components is handled
by processing each of its connected component individually. For the sake of discussion, we assume G contains
a single connected component.
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We then compute and assign the edge metric. We use a faster approximation of betweenness centrality
described in Section 2.4. We also optionally detect graph features and mark relevant edges to prevent them
from being filtered. Feature detection can happen concurrently with edge metric assignment unless the
feature is based on the metric. In Section 2.3.1 we describe a simple clique detection.
For edge filtering, we store all unmarked edges in a priority queue sorted by non-decreasing metric. With
each node, we also store its degree. Before we remove an edge, we check the degree of its two nodes. Only if
both degrees exceed two do we remove the edge and decrement them. This degree test helps but does not
guarantee that the graph remain connected. To preserve graph connectivity we perform a post-processing
pass described in Section 2.3.2.
We continue to remove edges in priority queue order until we reach a user-specified number of edges or
a desired edge-metric threshold. The result is a simplified subgraph. We run a layout algorithm on the
simplified graph G′, which generally produces better results than it would on the original G.
2.3.1 Feature Detection
The edge filtering system supports feature preservation by marking edges and preventing their removal.
Such features can be local or global graph features or user-defined external features. We demonstrate this
ability by detecting and preserving cliques, which are maximally connected subgraphs that often represent
nodes equally and closely related. For example, stocks that form a clique in a correlation financial network
indicate different companies in the same financial sector [21].
Detecting maximum cliques in graphs is an NP-Complete problem. We implemented a fast heuristic,
described elsewhere [31], to find highly-connected components in graphs. It was originally used to find
clusters in software systems [31] and applied to visualize small world networks [9], but only recently shown
to detect graph cliques [7] in time O(m deg(G)) where deg(G) is the maximum node degree of the graph G.
Since G is connected, its degree is at least two, and at most n − 1. Given their degree distribution, clique
detection in scale-free networks is thus likely O(mn).
Clique detection and preservation is demonstrated by the five highly connected subgraphs of the financial
graph visualized in Figure 2.6(right).
2.3.2 Connectivity Post Processing
An inefficient method to preserve graph connectivity during edge filtering would be to check whether an
edge removal separated the graph into two components, but this approach would take O(n(m−m′)) time,
where m−m′ represents the number of edges removed during edge filtering.
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Instead, we use a post processing procedure to recover graph connectivity after edge filtering is finished.
We maintain an ordered list recording all of the edge removals. (The list order should coincide with its
edge’s metric order). If G′ contains more than one component, then we label each node in G′ according to
its connected component. We then iterate through the removed edges in reverse order of removal. If an edge
links a pair of nodes belonging to different components of G′, then we restore that edge to G′ and relabel the
nodes in the two newly joined components to indicate it is now a single component. The iteration continues
until G′ contains a single component, and takes O(n+m−m′) time.
The preservation of connectivity, when combined with the betweenness centrality metric, tends to retain
shortest paths which depict likely communication pathways for visualization and also aid shortest distance
queries for data mining applications.
2.4 Betweenness Centrality Approximation
Though many edge metrics currently exist, we focus specifically on metrics based on shortest paths to
accentuate the communication pathways in a scale-free network. The shortest path, a.k.a. geodesic path, is
a conventional choice for measuring the relative importance of edges [124, 125]. Our edge metric is a fast
approximation of betweenness centrality which counts the number of shortest paths through an edge.
Computing the shortest paths from all nodes to measure edge BC can be very expensive for large graphs.
The all pairs shortest path (APSP) can be computed in time O(nm+n2) by computing BFS from every node
[69]. One can also compute APSP in O(n3) time via the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. Brandes’s algorithm
[23] for computing node BC runs similarly in O(nm) time for unweighted graphs and O(nm+n2 log n) time
for weighted graphs.
Betweenness centrality can be estimated more efficiently. By looking at a subset of vertices proportional
to log n/²2, BC can be estimated to at worst ²n(n− 1) with probability 1/n in O((m+ n)(log n)/²2) on an
unweighted graph or O((m+n log n)(log n)/²2) on a weighted graph[69]. Lloyd’s algorithm can also be used
to distribute random “pivots” from which to compute BC [26].
Adaptive sampling improves the estimate, where the number of samples needed is affected by the results
of the samples. The betweenness centrality of a vertex can be estimated as n2/t for some t ≥ 1, within a
factor of 1/², for ² < 1/2, by running single source shortest path (SSSP) from only ²× t nodes [10].
For scale-free networks, we find that the betweenness centrality of an edge can be approximated suffi-
ciently well by counting the number of shortest paths between only the highest degree hub nodes. Restricting
the shortest-path end nodes reduces the absolute BC but since we use it as a metric for edge filtering, it
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Figure 2.3: (Left) Plot of the relative error of our BC approximation on the graph “bo.” Errors tend to occur closer
to cluster centers, and fall within a factor of two of actual BC in almost all edges. (Center) Summed squared error
between the geodesic distance matrix of the original graph and that of the graph simplified by random sampling,
geodesic clustering and our method, for the graph “bo.” (Right) Root-mean-square error of node betweenness
centrality when comparing that of the original graph to that of graphs simplified by random sampling and our
method, for the graph “bo.”
only needs to construct a relative edge ordering.
Since the node degree distribution is logarithmic, we select only c log(n) of the highest degree hub
nodes, where c = 10 in our implementation. This BC approximation thus runs in time O((m + n) log n)
for unweighted graphs, and O((m + n) log2 n) for weighted graphs. An example of the fidelity of this
approximation is shown in Figure 2.3 (left). For small graphs, we will select at least 50 hub nodes.
2.5 Rendering
The conventional depiction of a graph via constant color line rasterization does not work well for large
graphs, as shown in Figure 2.4, as the number of edges can overwhelm display resolution, visual acuity and
perceptual processing. We have thus adapted several approaches from photorealistic computer graphics to
help with the visual depiction of large power-law graphs.
We use alpha blending to rasterize very thin lines. For conventional two-dimensional layouts, we display
edges in order of increasing edge metric, such that more important edges occlude less important ones.
We use color to highlight the degree distribution of power-law graphs, as shown in the left image of
Figure 2.4, to accentuate hubs among a mass of criss-crossing edges. We use a cold-to-warm color map
indexed by node degree, which perceptually brings warm-colored high-degree hubs to the foreground and
allows the remaining cool-colored low-degree elements to be slightly less distracting in the background. Since
we display edges instead of nodes, we interpolate node colors along each edge.
Since node degree is distributed according to a power-law, mapping colors linearly to degree does not
adequately differentiate node degree. We instead borrow a tone-mapping technique, originally developed for
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Edge No. 820981
Edge colored by degree
Edge No. 820981
Anisotropic shading
Figure 2.4: Graph “flickr” edge filtered with different shadings, laid out with FR [47].
converting physical power to perceptual brightness [101], to get the map
t(v) = deg(v)
1 + deg(v)d/deg(G′)2
d+ deg(v)
(2.2)
where t(v) is the logarithmic color index used to color node v, deg(G′) is the maximum degree in the
(simplified) displayed graph G′, and d is a user parameter indicating the degree that should map to t = 1/2
with the assumption deg(G′)À d.
For dense graphs such as scale-free networks, anisotropic shading conveys directionality and allows the
user to distinguish individual edges. We have applied a technique originally developed for shading fibrous
materials such as fur to the similarly dense lines present in power law graph visualizations [76]. The right
image in Figure 2.4 demonstrates how anisotropic shading conveys form and directionality by highlighting
edges based on their orientation.
2.6 Results
In this section, we verify our method with error analyses and visual results. These results are based on
2-D layouts computed by either the GEM layout method or 100 iterations of the FR force-directed layout
method.
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2.6.1 Error Analysis
To verify our sampling method quantitatively, we measured the errors of various graph metrics introduced by
various simplification approaches, namely random edge sampling [99, 85] and geodesic clustering [125]. We
averaged the errors generated by random edge sampling over three separate executions. We also compared our
edge filtering performance using the exact edge BC computed on the original graph and our approximation
of edge BC computed using shortest paths only between the highest-degree hubs.
Figure 2.3 (center) indicates how simplification distorts the shortest paths of a graph. For each graph
including the original, we compute an n2 distance matrix containing the length of the shortest path between
the row’s node and the column’s node. This distance matrix is used for graph mining [125], and is sensitive
to changes in the graph. We then measure the sum of the squared differences of these distance matrix
elements from those of the original’s, for graphs whose edges are filtered from the original m edges to the
minimum n− 1 spanning-tree edges needed to maintain a connected subgraph.
Figure 2.3 (right) indicates how removing edges in order of the original graph’s edge betweenness centrality
affects the betweenness centrality of the nodes in the simplified graph. Node BC is less sensitive than the
distance matrix to changes in the graph. Note that our filtering order relies on the edge BC of the original
graph and the filtering method does not recompute the BC ordering when each edge is removed. In this
RMS error graph, we compare the recomputed node BC against the original node BC to determine the node
BC error introduced by simplification. Because BC is not defined for cluster hierarchies, we did not compare
geodesic clustering.
Both comparisons show our method generates fewer errors than previous methods for a reasonable number
of edges in the simplified graph, which is at least 1500 for graph “bo”. Moreover, the approximate BC metric
filtering performs about as well as exact BC metric filtering, which further justifies the approximation.
As the number of remaining edges approaches the number of nodes, the error of our approach increases
dramatically, likely because low BC edges are preserved to maintain connectivity, causing even higher BC
edges to be removed instead.
Fewer edges means easier visualization, so we provide a slider that allows the user to interactively specify
the portion of edges to retain to best compromise visual clarity with graph accuracy. We found empirically
that this compromise worked best when retaining 3% more edges than nodes (plus any feature preserved
edges).
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Figure 2.5: Simplification of graph “bo” compared using geodesic clustering and our method.
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Figure 2.6: Graph “sp500-38” simplified by interactive graph stratification and our method.
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Figure 2.7: Visualizations of SIGGRAPH 2007 paper author collaboration: (a) original dataset, (b) filtered, (c)
largest connected component from original, and (d) filtered. Each of them has a GEM layout.
Edge No. 8131 Edge No. 2381
Figure 2.8: Graph “cg-web” visualized directly (left) and with our edge simplification method (right). Each of
them has a GEM layout.
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Edge No. 352021 Edge No. 27464
Figure 2.9: Graph “hep-th” visualized directly (left) and with our edge simplification method (right), both laid out
using FR. The blowup illustrates how the filtered version aids in the presentation of fine graph structure.
2.6.2 Visual Results
We have applied our method to simplify and visualize several graphs from different areas whose nodes and
edges range from hundreds to millions.
Comparing with Clustering Methods
Figure 2.5 compares our method to geodesic clustering [125] on the graph “bo.” In both cases, nodes “224”
and “1183” are important. Both results find similar neighboring nodes for “224.” The main differences
between the methods are that our method retains all of the original nodes and its simplified edges also
appear in the original, such that the elements of the simplification retain the original’s semantics. The edge
between nodes “108” and “224” in the geodesic clustering implies these two proteins interact, but they do
not in the original dataset. However, they do not in the original data. Second, our method provides a clear
overview of all nodes in the graph while their method only shows a subset.
Figure 2.6 compares our method to graph stratification [81] on the graph “sp500-38,” which represents
3,206 cross correlations of price fluctuation of 365 stocks from the S&P 500. Both extract similar information
from the original graph. Our result detects and preserves five cliques, and retains the difference between
“GS” and “MER” which share few connections yet get clustered in the graph stratification visualization.
Figure 2.7 visualizes the 773 co-authorship relations among the SIGGRAPH 2007 papers’ 328 authors.
This graph is small and contains a pair of main components, one of which is examined in more detail. Even
for a graph of this smaller size, the edge overlaps produced by the graph’s non-planarity make it difficult to
visualize, whereas out edge filtering makes the graph planar, allows its layout to be more evenly distributed,
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but retains a clear depiction of the original’s hubs.
Figure 2.8 visualizes the graph “cg-web,” representing 8,131 links between 2,269 computational geometry
websites. This very dense collection becomes slightly easier to visualize when our edge filtering reduces it to
2,381 edges, better revealing its hubs and yielding a more even radial structure.
Figure 2.9 visualizes the graph “hep-th,” representing 27,400 citations among 352,021 high-energy theo-
retical physics preprints on arXiv. The mass of nodes and edges makes visualization impractical, but edge
filtering organizes this detail into a connected constellation of clumps to more clearly identify the seminal
publications and areas of research within this field.
Figure 2.10 shows the results on the directed graph data “as-rel.20071008”, which is obtained from the
CAIDA’s ranking of Autonomous Systems. Each of the 26,242 nodes represents the collection of IP networks
and routers under the control of a single entity, and each of the 53,174 directed edges represents a service.
Our filtering and display ignores edge direction, but edge filtering better organizes the global and local hubs
from their default clump into a more spatious configuration.
Figures 2.4 shows the results on the graph data “flickr”, which represents 6,625,280 friendships of 820,878
users on the photo sharing website flickr.com. For such massive graphs containing more edges than pixels,
the anisotropic shading techniques better indicate the hubs in the edge filtered version, and also variation
among the otherwise unform edge directions emanating from the center. The grey square in right upper
corner of the middle image is an interactive widget controlling the lighting direction.
2.6.3 Performance
Graph Nodes Edges Timing
siggraph07 328 773 0.02s
bo 1458 1948 0.44s
sp500-038 365 3206 0.20s
cg-web 2269 8131 1.50s
as-rel.071008 26242 53174 43.66s
hep-th 27400 352021 120.72s
flickr 820878 6625280 12442.70s
Table 2.1: Edge metric computation performance.
Our experiments validate the complexity analysis of Section 2.4, with edge metric evaluation performance
proportional to O(log(n)∗m) on undirected graphs. We found that edge simplification can also improve the
performance of the layout algorithm, by 18% on average. Because our simplification does not affect node
count, the all pairs repulsive force computation dominates layout time. Experiments were performed on a
modern workstation. Table 5.2 summarizes our results.
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Figure 2.10: Graph “as-rel.20071008” visualized directly (left column) and with our edge simplification method
(right column). Labels are drawn for important nodes in the dataset. Each of them has an FR layout. More details
about this dataset can be found at http://as-rank.caida.org/ and its ranking on Oct. 8 2007.
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2.7 Conclusion
We have discovered, through the course of filtering edges to remove distracting edge crossings in large non-
planar graphs, that reducing edge count while maintaining node count facilitates faster and better appearing
layouts. We have also discovered that limiting the computation of betweenness centrality to using shortest
paths between high-degree hubs of power-law graphs reduces the time complexity class of its computation
with little cost in visual fidelity. Finally, we have implemented these tools in an interactive graph visualization
system that supports additional high-quality graphics rendering modes that accentuate the hubs in overview
visualizations of large scale-free networks. These discoveries provoke one to consider further the application
of these methods to time varying graphs and their integration into a focus-based graph exploration system
[99].
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Chapter 3
Scale-Free Network Clustering and
Visualization
Clustering is crucial to visualization and analysis of social networks. Social networks are becoming denser
with higher edge/node ratios, which creates further demand for advanced visualization techniques for their
analysis. The hierarchical edge bundle method generates useful visualizations of dense graphs but requires a
predefined clustering hierarchy, and existing clustering techniques designed for traditional straight line visu-
alizations do not map well to edge bundle visualizations. This chapter proposes a new clustering approach
that extracts the community structure of a network and organizes it into a hierarchy that is flatter than
existing community-based clustering approaches and maps better to edge bundle visualization. Our method
not only discovers communities and generates clusters with better modularization qualities, but also creates
a balanced hierarchy that enables visualization of unstructured social networks without prescribed hierar-
chies using hierarchical edge bundles. Results on several data sets demonstrate that this approach clarifies
real-world communication, collaboration and competition network structure and reveals information missed
in previous visualizations. We further implemented our techniques into a social network visualization appli-
cation on Facebook.com and let users explore the visualization and community clustering of their own social
networks.
3.1 Introduction
As social networks become larger, denser and more interconnected, straight-line graph drawings generate
too many edges crossings to effectively reveal structure, which motivates the investigation of alternative
graph drawing techniques. Curve-based or edge-bundle-based graph drawings [40, 98, 67, 13, 35] can more
effectively present communication in a network by depicting edges as curved pathways that adhere to similar
pathways to reveal an underlying graph “control” structure.
Since the control structure is often much simpler than the graph itself, edge bundling draws edge curves
sharing the same part of the control structure near each other to form bundles that drastically reduce the
distracting visual clutter of edge crossings. For example, the hierarchical edge bundle (HEB) method [67]
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between different hierarchies (top) and their hierarchical edge bundle visualizations (bot-
tom) on the graph “enron-email-2001.08.”
bundles graph edges based on a hierarchy defined on the nodes. After positioning the hierarchy (and nodes)
via standard tree layout methods, an edge is drawn as a B-spline curve controlled by the path in the hierarchy
from one node to another.
The effectiveness of these edge bundling approaches relies critically on the control structure used to order
the nodes and to layout the curved edges connecting them. The original hierarchical edge bundle approach
[67] assumes this control structure is provided with the input graph as a node hierarchy that organizes it
into a compound graph. Existing methods for automatically building such hierarchies are based on repeated
clustering, and the state-of-the-art is represented by “small worlds” clustering based on edge strength [9]
and community clustering based on betweenness centrality (BC) [53].
Figure 3.1 demonstrates HEB visualizations of Enron e-mails using control structures built automatically
using edge strength and BC community clustering and compares them against human clustering based on
the employee status report [106] and our proposed automatic community clustering method. The status
report provides official relationships of the involved employees. However, the hierarchy is too flat and
disordered, yielding large fanouts and many overlapping interior edge curves, and edge strength clustering
performs similarly. BC community clustering detects better community clusters but yields a “dendrogram:”
an unbalanced binary tree of lists. The hierarchical community clustering method proposed here generates
balanced and flatter communities designed specifically for effective HEB visualization. Flatter hierarchies
yield simpler edge bundle pathways, whereas balanced hierarchies keep the HEB curved edges away from
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the middle as they connect through a pair of nodes’ common community ancestor.
Section 3.3 details this new clustering approach. Like BC communities [53], it first computes the be-
tweenness centrality of every edge in the social network, then removes edges in order of decreasing BC,
then reintroduces these edges in community merging steps to form a hierarchy of links between isolated
communities. Our new community clustering algorithm builds on this basic approach with (1) a modified
edge-removal termination condition to find a collection of small isolated communities, (2) a modified com-
munity merging condition to yield better organized (flatter, more balanced) hierarchies, (3) new hierarchy
adjustments applied after merging is completed to further improve the community structure, and (4) a rela-
tive community strength measure called the “BC differential” used to analyze whether community merging
is actually indicated by social structure or arbitrary (to maintain tree structure quality), and present this
measure as bundle strength in the HEB visualization.
Section 3.4 shows that this new method generates quantitatively better clusters for social networks, with
superior modularization qualities (MQ) [89], when compared to existing clustering methods, especially on
large graphs. Section 3.5 describes an implementation of this method as a social network visualization
application on Facebook.com that lets users apply the new hierarchical community clustering approach for
HEB visualization to their own social network. Section 3.6 concludes with ideas for future work on larger
graphs and time-varying networks.
3.2 Previous Work
Given a social network, we construct a social community hierarchy based on betweenness centrality to
automate and improve edge bundle visualization. Here we review the background work in each of these
areas.
3.2.1 Graph Clustering
Graph hierarchies are often created by repeated graph clustering, where nodes are clustered to indicate
node affinity groups. Herman et al. [65] summarizes a number of these methods and their applications to
visualization. More recently, Wu et al. [125] hierarchically clustered nodes by their shortest-path distance
from hub nodes (chosen by least betweenness centrality or highest degree) for data mining and visualizing
power-law graphs. Kumar and Garland [81] clustered nodes based on an authority metric and stratified the
graph into different layers for faster layout and overlaid for interactive visualization. Graph hierarchies can
also be created by filtering. Auber et al. [9] filtered out weak edges in a “small-world” graph to generate
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and visualize a hierarchy of strongly connected components. Chiricota et al. [31] applied similar ideas based
on edge strength to discover component structure in software systems. Both Newman [95] and Blondel et al.
[19] clustered nodes by maximizing a “modularization” metric to find communities in social networks. The
main contribution of our work is new rules for filtering edges and clustering nodes into isolated communities
and merging these communities into a balanced hierarchy that is usually flatter than past approaches.
3.2.2 Betweenness Centrality
Betweenness centrality (BC) measures how often an edge is found on all shortest paths from any node
to any other node. High-BC edges connect large communities, whereas low-BC edges connect individuals
within a community. Girvan and Newman [53] removed high-BC edges to reveal community structures in
social and biology networks, and this approach was later surveyed and compared with other approaches
by Newman [93]. van Ham and Wattenberg [115] explored similar ideas to visualize small work networks.
Heer and Boyd [64] removed high-BC edges to reveal communities within social networks, whereas Jia et
al. [73] removed low-BC edges to reveal the communication pathways within social networks. We apply
betweenness centrality in a similar way to previous community clustering methods, using low-BC edges to
detect communities, and simplifying high-BC edges to accentuate the communication pathways between
communities.
3.2.3 Curved Edge Visualization
Edge bundles render large graphs via edge clustering, by collecting together long edges analogous to the
way electric wires are merged into bundles along a shared mutual path segment, fanning out at ends to
connect distinct endpoints. Holten [67] proposed hierarchical edge bundles to visualize a compound graph
accompanied by a predefined hierarchy. His approach first drew the hierarchy using an existing tree layout
method, such as radial layout [41], balloon layout [30] or treemap [109]. It then laid out long and complex
graph edges using the nodes of the tree as B-spline control points. Each edge in the original graph was
modeled as a single B-spline using the control points along the shortest path in the hierarchy from one
end node to the other. Cui et al. [35] visualized large graphs via edge clustering through a geographical
control structure. Balzer and Deussen [13] used edge bundles to simplify edges in a clustered level-of-
detail graph visualization, that filtered the layout of the original graph. Confluent drawing [40] displayed
non-planar node-link diagrams using curved edges, though not all graphs are confluently drawable. Flow
map layouts [98] route edges through a binary cluster hierarchy, though only for single-source graphs. Our
contributions to edge bundle visualization are based on the automation, integration and coloring provided
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Figure 3.2: Work flow of our node clustering approach. Different colors are used for graph edges (blue) and hierarchy
edges (grey).
by the new community hierarchy approach.
3.3 Balanced Community Hierarchy Construction
We cluster a social network into a balanced community hierarchy in three steps, illustrated in Figure 3.2.
We first compute the betweenness centrality of every edge in the graph, and remove edges in non-increasing
order of BC to find the smallest communities that collectively form the base of the hierarchy. We then
construct the hierarchy by merging these communities according to the increasing BC of the removed edges.
Finally, we adjust the newly created hierarchy to make it even more balanced. This facilitates the layout
of the hierarchy, particularly in a radial layout. The generated hierarchy can further be used to direct a
hierarchical edge bundle visualization of the social network.
3.3.1 BC Edge Removal
Betweenness centrality [45] indicates how often a node lies on the shortest and presumably most used
communication paths between other nodes
BC(v) =
∑
u 6=v 6=w∈V
σu,w(v)/σu,w (3.1)
where σu,w counts the number of shortest paths between u and w, and σu,w(v) counts only the ones containing
v. BC of an edges is computed similarly.
High-BC edges typically connect communities of nodes within which connections are dense but between
which connections are loose [53]. The bigger the BC, the larger the communities. In contrast, low BC
edges usually connect nodes within the same community. In particular, an edge with BC 1 (the smallest
allowed) indicates it connects two nodes clearly in the same community, and these two nodes form the
smallest possible community. Similar to the approach of Girvan and Newman [53], we detect communities in
a graph by removing edges in descending BC order, leaving small disjoint communities of nodes connected
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by the remaining edges. The important difference is that their method continues until all edges are removed
whereas our method terminates with a collection of isolated communities. We achieve this by implementing
the following edge removal constraints.
Definition 1 (Edge Removal Constraints) An edge can be removed only if neither its betweenness cen-
trality, nor the degree of either of its vertices, equals one.
In other words, at the end of edge removal phase, an edge either has unit BC or has degree-one end
node(s). Edges with unit BC connect nodes within the smallest communities. Edges with degree-one end
node(s) are the least-BC edges for those nodes, which further indicates relatively the smallest communities
to which those nodes belong. By enforcing those constrains in edge removal, we converge on the smallest
communities for all nodes simultaneously. We place removed edges on a stack so they can be reintroduced
for merging in a last-in-first-out order.
3.3.2 Merging Communities
The numerous small communities that result from edge removal are detected by a simple connected compo-
nent sweep. We convert these small components into a forest of small subtrees to form the bottom of the
hierarchy, illustrated in the third step of Figure 3.2. We then merge subtrees according to the previously
removed edges in order of increasing BC. If a removed edge connected a pair of nodes from two subtrees,
then those two subtrees belong to a bigger community in the original graph. Since we pushed removed edges
onto a stack in non-increasing BC order, popping these edges from the stack produces non-descending BC
edges that merge communities in the correct order. Our new method to merge two subtrees works as follows.
),( bae
a
a
T
b
T
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b a b
Figure 3.3: Merging two node communities. Here two communities are connected because node a ∈ Ta and b ∈ Tb
are connected by an edge e(a, b).
Definition 2 (Community Merging Rules) Let removed edge e(a, b) connect two graph nodes a and b
belonging to two different communities, represented in the hierarchy by subtrees Ta and Tb. If Ta and Tb
share the same height, then they can be merged as children of the same new parent tree node. Otherwise
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assume without loss of generality that Ta is taller than Tb. Let Sa be the unique (lowest) subtree of Ta that
contains a and shares the same height as Tb. Then the communities are merged by assigning the parent of
Sa as the parent of Tb.
If two subtrees have the same height, we simply merge them by joining their roots. Otherwise, the two
nodes are in two communities (subtrees) of different sizes (heights). We thus seek the smallest common
community while retaining community tree balance. In the example shown in Figure 3.3, the smallest
common community for a and b is the union of Sa and Tb. This subtree merging rule differentiates our
method significantly from previous approaches [53, 95] where every merge increases the height of the result,
and can produce a tree of worst-case O(n) height for n nodes, whereas the worst case height under our rules
is O(log n) by induction. If we have two nodes, the height is one. If we have a subtree of height k then by
inductive hypothesis it has O(2k) nodes. Under the merging rule, we would not increase its height unless we
had another tree of at least that height. Even if we did, the merged tree would then have height k + 1 and
consist of O(2k+1) nodes. (2)
These new merging rules make more sense for both community detection and hierarchical edge bundle
visualization. For community detection, a reintroduced graph edge (a, b) defines a common community
by joining two communities that contain a and b. However, node a may belong to several communities,
represented as nested subsets by an ancestry path in the community hierarchy. We must select one of these
communities of a to merge with the community of b, so we merge the largest communities of both that
share the same level in the hierarchy with the assumption that they represent the same kind of community.
This represents the smallest common community of a and b. The resulting hierarchy tends to be balanced,
whereas previous approaches, including Girvan and Newman [53], can merge a small community with a large
community, leading to the rather jagged, lopsided hierarchies shown in Figure 3.1.
For hierarchical edge bundles, a Girvan-Newman hierarchy routes communication from one community
to another through a shared parent (the current root during the tree merging process). Sending all com-
munications that far up and then back down unnecessarily increases the edge density in the interior of the
radial layout of the HEB visualization, as shown in Figure 3.1. Merging subtrees at lower heights yields
simpler and shorter communication pathways in the HEB visualization, leaving the interior to highlight more
significant cross-community communications.
3.3.3 Adjusting the Hierarchy
We use a radial layout [41] to position the nodes of the community hierarchy. Such layouts work best for trees
of uniform depth, otherwise multiple radii are needed as demonstrated in Figure 3.1. Though our community
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a. Original Graph b. Extracted Hierarchy c. Fixed Root
d. Fixed Depth e. Edge Bundles
Kenneth Lay
f. Selected visualization
Figure 3.4: Construction of a balanced community hierarchy for graph “enron-email-2001.08.”
hierarchy construction rules strive for uniform depth, they do not always achieve it. Furthermore, the root
of the tree might not represent the mass center of the graph nodes at its leaves. In severe cases, this can
lead to a biased drawing as shown in image b of Figure 3.4.
To better prepare the community hierarchy for radial layout, we apply a few simple adjustments. First
we explore different root node choices to recenter the radial tree layout so that no child of the root node
represents more than half of the original graph nodes. (This is feasible if the root has more than two
children.) If a root’s child is found to represent more than half the nodes, then we set it to be the new root
and retest the hierarchy, as shown in image c of Figure 3.4.
We also strive to have all of the leaves of the hierarchy at the same level. If through a bottom-up search
we find a node whose children represent different heights, we insert dummy nodes to make their heights
equal, as shown in image d of Figure 3.4.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
We have tested our algorithm with several real data sets to demonstrate its effectiveness in both community
detection and visualization. In all the results, we use the GEM method [46] to layout the original graph and
the radial method [41] to layout the hierarchy and edge bundles. Based on whether the graph is directional
or not, we have applied different color mappings in their hierarchical edge bundle visualizations. For directed
graphs, we color source nodes with red and target nodes with green. For undirected graph, we color nodes
in a hue color mapping based on their polar angles in the radial layout. In both cases, the color is linearly
interpolated along the B-spline that is used to visualize the edge.
Mid-American
IA Independents
Big East
Big Ten
Atlantic Coast
Conference USA
Southeastern
Pacific-10
Mountain West
Big 12
Big West
Western Athletic
Figure 3.5: Graph “college-football-2000” visualized with edge bundles. First row: Original graph and with
hierarchical edge bundles. Second row: hierarchies created with Girvan and Newman’s approach [53] and our method.
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Figure 3.5 visualizes the undirected graph “college-football-2000” which represents 616 matches between
115 Division IA college football teams during regular season fall 2000 [53]. What makes this data set interest-
ing is that its community structure is known [4]. In particular, those teams belong to 11 conferences except
a few independent teams that do not belong to any conference. Games were played more frequently between
teams in the same conference. The hierarchy constructed by our approach discovers these conferences and
clusters teams in the same conference as siblings to each other. The independent teams are placed in con-
ferences they played more with. This confirms that our method correctly clusters the communities within
this graph. Girvan and Newman [53] also captured the team conferences, but their unbalanced hierarchy
poorly describes relations between teams in the same conference and does not fit well with the hierarchial
edge bundle visualization.
Figure 3.4 visualizes the directed graph “enron-email-2001.08”, which represents 389 emails between 132
Enron employees in August 2001, extracted from the cleaned Enron email data [107]. Red represents senders
and green represents recipients. We only considered the “TO” recipients and ignored the “CC” or “BCC”
recipients. The graph can be visualized more effectively with the hierarchy constructed by our method.
In that month, Kenneth Lay was named the CEO of Enron, and by interactively selecting his node, we
can see a lot of emails from him to all other employees in various groups. We also found partial ground
truth organization structure from the SocialRank project [92], shown in Figure 3.6. Our method discovers
similar groups. The relevant employees are user labeled and emails between them are also visualized by user
selections.
Figure 3.7 visualizes the undirected graph “myfacebook” which represents the network between the first
author’s 165 Facebook friends. By the nature of social networks, the graph is highly connected with 1803
edges. Our method clusters those friends into different groups, including friends in the same department
which further includes lab mates, friends from a previous college, senior colleagues, junior colleagues, friends
from a registered student organization (RSO), soccer friends and internship friends.
The hierarchical edge bundle visualization is also shown and leads to some discovery. First, the internship
friends do not know other friends because they are from different colleges. A few exceptions are found for
interns from the same college as the author. Second, there are many connections between current department
friends and friends from previous college. This is simply because after graduation they joined the same college
and same department as the author.
Figure 3.8 visualizes the undirected graph “sp500-38,” which represents 3206 cross correlations of price
fluctuation of 365 stocks from the S&P 500. Our method is able to recognize different stock sectors and
clusters them near to each other in the hierarchy. The hierarchical edge bundle visualization reveals that
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Stacey White
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Sara Shackleton
Stephanie Panus
Tana Jones
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Marie Heard
Figure 3.6: The organization ground truth (top) of Enron employees during Jan. 2000 and Nov. 2001. Similar
groups (bottom) are discovered with our community clustering method.
financial stocks affect all other kind of stocks except energy, consumer staples, and health stocks, which are
relatively independent.
Our method is very efficient. Most operations have linear complexity with two exceptions. One is
computing betweenness centrality which can be performed in O(nm) time for unweighted graphs and O(nm+
n2 logn) time for weighted graphs [23], where n and m are the numbers of nodes and edges respectively. The
other exception is sorting edges in descending order of BC before edge removal, which requires m log(m)
running time. All presented results can be computed within seconds for the graphs shown.
3.4.1 Comparing Cluster Quality
To further justify our clustering method, we measured the modularization quality (MQ) of communities
found in the network and compared it against results from other methods. MQ was first introduced as a
partition cost function in the field of software reverse engineering by Mancoridis et al. [89]. It has been
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Original graph Edge Bundles
Soccer friends
My lab mates
Internship friends
RSO friends
Junior colleagues
Senior colleagues
Friends from prev. college
My dept. friends
Generated Hierarchy
(with user supplied labels)
Figure 3.7: Graph “myfacebook,” including user supplied labels of groups discovered by our community clustering
method.
Original graph Edge Bundles
Information Technology
Energy
Consumer Staples
Material
Industrials
Consumer Discretionary
Financials
Health Care
Generated Hierarchy
(with user supplied labels)
Figure 3.8: Graph “S&P500,” including user supplied labels of stock sectors discovered by our community clustering
method.
applied by Auber et al. [9] to measure cluster qualities when clustering small world networks. Given a set
of clusters C = {C1, C2, ..., Cp} of a graph G, MQ measures the average edge density within clusters versus
the average edge density between clusters as
MQ{C;G} = 1
p
p∑
i=1
s(Ci, Ci)− 1
p(p− 1)/2
∑
i<j
s(Ci, Cj). (3.2)
where s(Ci, Cj) measures the edge density between nodes in Ci and Cj as
s(Ci, Cj) =
|e(Ci, Cj)|
|Ci||Cj | , (3.3)
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where |e(Ci, Cj)| denotes the number of edges connecting a node in Ci to a node in Cj and |Ci| represents
the number of nodes within Ci. Hence a larger MQ should indicate a better clustering.
When creating a hierarchy, the graph is divided into a unique number of clusters at each step. To measure
the quality of these clusters, we measure and plot the MQ at each step to show the change of MQ versus
the number of clusters.
Figure 3.9 shows the MQ measured on networks “enron-email-2001.08” and “myfacebook” clustered by
four methods: “strength clustering” [9], “BC communities” [53], “fast communities” [95] and our method.
The three previous methods begin with every node in its own cluster, whereas our method starts with nodes
in small community clusters. Hence, our method begins with 44 instead of 132 clusters for the Enron network
and 67 instead of 165 clusters for the facebook example. Furthermore, “strength clustering” is a top down
approach that repeatedly divides clusters into subclusters, but does not generate all possible numbers of
clusters. We marked the available cluster numbers with ‘*’s.
Fig. 3.9(left) shows that for the same number of clusters, i.e. from 44 to 2, our method achieves higher
MQ than does either of Newman’s methods, thus generating better clusters. “Strength clustering” produces
higher MQ than our method at 25 clusters, because their method varies the number of clusters to maximize
MQ, but their hierarchy does not work well with hierarchical edge bundles, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Eventually,
all methods converge on a single cluster with the same MQ. The facebook network (right) is much denser
than the Enron network (left). The facebook results show our method achieves the highest MQ ranging
from 66 to 3 clusters. Both plots indicate that our method generates high quality, densely connected clusters
themselves only loosely connected with each other.
A “modularity” measure [96] indicates the quality of communities discovered in networks. It sums
over each community the difference between observed connectivity and the expected value of a random
graph with the same degree distribution [56]. For the Enron network, “fast communities” obtains the best
modularity of 0.481, compared to 0.387 obtained by our method, because “fast communities” clusters the
graph by maximizing modularity. Recent studies [44, 56] argue that the behavior and accuracy of maximizing
modularity is not well understood and modularity itself can exhibit degeneracy. We further found empirically
that clustering by high modularity do not produce good HEB visualizations. For example, “BC communities”
obtains a modularity of 0.475 but yields a severely unbalanced hierarchy as shown in the third column of
Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.9: Clustering quality comparison on networks “enron-email-2001.08” (left) and “myfacebook” (right).
3.4.2 Measuring Community Strength
We detect communities based on edge betweenness centrality and low BC edges connect nodes in small
communities. The BC of intra-community edges is lower than that of inter-community edges. A community
is strong if this margin is large. In other words, we can measure the strength of a community by measuring the
BC difference between intra-community edges and inter-community edges. We call this the “BC differential”
and we use it to indicate for each community hierarchy node whether the choice of which two communities
to merge was obvious or arbitrary.
To be more precise, for each community hierarchy node, we define intra-community edges to be the
edges connecting that hierarchy node’s children to each other, which means this node is the lowest common
ancestor (LCA) in the shortest path between its child communities. For inter-community edges, we count
the edges that connect leaves from the node’s community to its sibling communities, which means the node’s
parent is the LCA of the shortest path between the leaves.
Figure 3.10 shows the BC-differential measured on the graph “college-football-2000” and visualized on
the hierarchy with pseudo color mapping. Nodes with high-BC difference indicate strong communities,
which coincide with the conferences of those teams. Smaller BC difference nodes indicate weaker, somewhat
arbitrary, choices for communities because their intra-community edges and inter-community edges have
smaller difference in BC.
Besides measuring the strength of communities, we use the BC differential to control the HEB drawing.
Instead of having a single edge bundle strength [67] applied to all the nodes, we set strength for each node
individually proportional to its BC difference. A node with high-BC difference represents a strong community
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Figure 3.10: Measuring strength of communities with BC differential on the graph “college-football-2000.”
and we increase the tension of B-splines through that control point to make the edge bundles more compact
near that node.
The middle image in Figure 3.10 demonstrates the rendering of the BC-differential metric for community
strength, depicted by the strength of B-spline control points in the hierarchical edge bundle. We marked
two nodes with dashed rectangles. One of them has much higher BC difference than the other and its edge
bundles are more compact in the visualization to illustrate that it is a strong community.
We further use this information to discover more accurate community information from the graph. In
particular, we remove nodes in the hierarchy if their BC differences are lower than a threshold. The result
is shown in the right image of Figure 3.10 with a threshold of 10. Only strong communities are preserved
here and they are more close to the conferences of those teams.
3.4.3 Accuracy v. Speed
Users also have control over the tradeoff between accuracy and speed in our clustering algorithm. In partic-
ular, when removing edges, we only compute the BC once to determine the order of all edges, which saves
computation time. If accuracy is more important, then BC can be recomputed after removing each edge,
as done in the approach by Girvan and Newman [53]. For “college-football-2000,” in the static BC case,
the Big 12 and Big West conference are merged into a bigger community, as shown in the first image in
Figure 3.12. By recomputing a dynamic BC after each edge is removed, those two conferences end up well
separated, as shown in the first image in Figure 3.11. The hierarchy is more accurate and similar to the
community ground truth, which is shown in the second image. We oriented the latter for better comparison.
However this incurs the additional time complexity of a factor of m in each edge removal step.
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Figure 3.11: Community hierarchy constructed with recomputing BC compared to the community ground truth of
the graph “college-football-2000.”
3.4.4 User Interactions
Figure 3.12: A user interactively modifies the community hierarchy of graph “college-football-2000” to separate
two conferences.
We have implemented our algorithm in a visualization tool which supports several simple but effective
user interactions. First, users can modify the hierarchy based on their extra knowledge about the data. Two
operations are provided: moving and swapping. The moving operation allows users to change the parent of
a chosen node. The swapping operation allows users to swap two nodes in the hierarchy. In both cases, an
operation affects the descendants of the selected node. An example on the graph “college-football-2000” is
shown in Figure 3.12. In the hierarchy constructed by our method, several teams from the Big 12 and Big
West conference were mixed together. The visualization is shown in the left image. A user moved several
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involved Big 12 teams to separate those two conferences. The visualization after the interactions is shown
in the right image.
Illinois
Middle Tennessee 
State
California
San Diego 
State
Figure 3.13: Manipulating a hierarchical edge bundle visualization of graph “college-football-2000”.
Users can also filter displayed edge bundles by selecting or deselecting graph nodes. For the graph
“college-football-2000,” a user can perform queries such as “display only the Illinois’ games.” The result
is shown in the left image of Figure 3.13. Users can also select a community of nodes by selecting the
corresponding parent node in the hierarchy.
Our tool also takes advantage of the HEB visualization. For example, users can change the strength
of edge bundles to change the bundle compactness. An example on the graph “college-football-2000” is
shown in the right image of Figure 3.13, where the strength is changed to 0.65. Users can also change the
transparency of edge bundles or apply different color mappings.
3.5 Visualization Application on Facebook
We have also implemented our clustering method and hierarchical edge bundles in a visualization appli-
cation on Facebook.com, namely “Friend Insight” [74]. It allows Facebook users to visualize their friend
networks, the network between his/her friends. The application is written in flash based on an existing data
visualization package “flare” [117]. A snapshot is shown in Figure 3.14. For privacy protection, we have
anonymized all the names with random strings. The application is still under development and provides
only the necessary functions right now. Users can visualize their networks with HEB and visualize the con-
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structed community hierarchies in radial layouts. Users can pan and zoom in/out the visualizations. Users
can change the edge bundle strength. Users can filter the visualization by either searching a name or clicking
on a friend. Users can also export the visualization to images.
Figure 3.14: Our Facebook application “Friend Insight”.
3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a new social network clustering method, based on betweenness centrality, that clusters a
social network into a community hierarchy quantitatively better than existing clustering methods. This
new method generates a balanced hierarchy that improves HEB graph visualization. We also assessed the
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strength of the discovered communities, to help users understand the community structure residing in graphs.
We implemented this method as part of an interactive graph visualization tool, on top of the Tulip Software
and VTK, where users can modify and manipulate visualizations to facilitate knowledge discovery. We also
implemented it into a visualization application on Facebook to allow millions of users to explore their own
personal social networks.
When applying this approach to larger graphs, the radial layout spaces nodes too closely, and the B-spline
paths become unusable, necessitating other tree drawing methods, e.g. balloon or treemap layouts. Another
scalability concern is the superlinear computation time of betweenness centrality, sometimes addressed by
approximation [10] or parallelism [88]. The application of this approach to time-varying or real-time data,
such as real time messages or email within a social network, opens up interesting problems of making a
dynamic hierarchy that maintains its meaning over time.
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Chapter 4
Accelerate Centrality Metrics on
GPU
Centrality metrics evaluate the importance of a given node/edge relative to other nodes/edges in a graph,
thus are widely used in network analysis and visualization. In particular, betweenness centrality, one of the
centrality metrics, is applied in both techniques presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to analyze scale-
free networks and generate effective visualizations. Many centrality metrics require finding all-pair shortest
paths in the network, are thus timing consuming to compute and often become bottlenecks in processing
large graph of millions of nodes. This chapter investigates the GPU architecture, and proposes efficient
parallel implementations on GPU to accelerate the computation of a group of centrality metrics. Those
implementations are particularly designed to run efficiently on scale-free networks.
4.1 Introduction
Centrality metrics are essential tools in network analysis by ranking importance of nodes according to their
positions in the network structure [16, 103, 45]. Commonly applied centrality metrics include closeness
centrality (CC), graph centrality (GC), stress centrality (SC), and betweenness centrality (BC) [23, 12].
They capture different notions of node importance in a graph. Take BC for an example, it measures how
often a node lies on the shortest path(s) between other nodes in a network. It has been widely applied
in analysis of different types of networks, including biological networks [71], financial networks [39], social
networks [53, 73], terrorist networks [80], transportation networks [58] and so on [55, 12].
All four centrality metrics, CC, GC, SC and BC, require computing all-pair shortest paths (APSP) and
have the complexity of O(m*n), assuming m and n are the numbers of graph edges and nodes, respectively.
They are timing consuming to compute on large graphs with hundreds of thousands of nodes. For example,
computing BC on a citation network of 30K nodes and 350K edges takes around 20 minutes, as listed in the
six row of Table 4.3. Various approximation algorithms have been proposed to reduce their computation cost,
including random sampling [43, 69] and adaptive sampling [10]. However, approximation brings errors to
those metrics, and those errors could potentially affect the results of algorithms that are running afterward.
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For example, Jia et al. [73, 72] empirically showed that approximated BC degrades the result in graph
simplification and clustering. Thus it is necessary to compute exact centrality metrics in scenarios where
their accuracy matters.
To make the exact computation of centrality metrics faster, Bader and Madduri proposed parallel im-
plementations on supercomputers, such as Cray MTA-2 with 40 cores [12, 88]. Promising results have been
achieved. However, supercomputers are not conveniently accessible to all researchers because of their high
cost. The GPU have evolved into a convenient and powerful platform for general purpose computing and is
a promising alternative. Several recent works demonstrated that many graph algorithms (e.g. BFS, APSP)
can be effectively accelerated on GPU [63, 37, 87]. Sriram et al. further proposed the first centrality metric
implementations on GPU. Their approach obtains good speedups comparing to a CPU version. However, it
performs sub-optimally on scale-free networks due to fact that it does not exploit all the available parallelism
in the computation.
In this chapter, we proposed efficient implementations on the GPU to compute the four centrality metrics.
Our implementations exploit all levels of parallelism in centrality computation. They are designed to run very
efficiently on scale-free networks, and obtain the best speedup on such networks to our knowledge. They are
also applied to accelerate similar graph algorithms, including APSP and BFS. Our current implementations
focus on unweighted graph only, and can be adopted to weighted graph similarly.
Section 4.2 summarizes existing parallel solutions for centrality metrics and related graph algorithms.
Section 4.3 introduces our new parallel implementation of APSP, which is the foundation to implement
centrality metrics. Section 4.4 illustrates in details how to extend APSP to compute two particular centrality
metrics, stress centrality and betweenness centrality. Results and discussions are provided in Section 4.5.
Conclusion and future directions are presented in Section 4.6.
4.2 Previous Work
Centrality metrics are closely related to several basic graph algorithms, including breath-first search (BFS),
single source shortest path (SSSP) and all-pair shortest paths (APSP). In this section, we will review related
recent works in parallelizing those algorithms on different architectures.
It is well known that BFS has two levels of parallelism [11]. The first level parallelism, wavefront node
level parallelism, comes from the nodes in the BFS wavefront which can be expanded simultaneously away
from the source node. The second level parallelism, adjacency level parallelism, comes from the adjacent
neighbors of those wavefront nodes. APSP, as well as the related centrality metrics, have three levels of
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parallelism [113, 111]. The third level parallelism comes from the fact that APSP requires computing BFS
from every source node in the graph, and BFSs from different sources can be computed in parallel. We name
it source node level parallelism.
Graph algorithms and centrality metrics can be effectively accelerated on supercomputers [127]. Bader
and Madduri [11] proposed an efficient BFS implementation on supercomputers, such as Crazy MTA-2, by
fully exploring the two levels of parallelism. Later, they extent the idea to evaluate centrality metrics on real
world networks [12]. Madduri et al. [88] further improved exiting parallel implementation of betweenness
centrality by reducing the amount of atomic operations needed. However, limited by the high hardware cost,
those approaches are not conveniently accessible to all researchers.
Tu and Tan [113] studied several challenges of implementing betweenness centrality on multi-core archi-
tectures, such as the Intel Clovertown and Sun Niagara1. The challenges include non-contiguous memory
access, unstructured parallelism, and low arithmetic intensity. Those challenges prevent them from getting
good absolute speedups on muti-cores comparing to a sequential implementation.
There are also many efforts in accelerating graph algorithms on GPU. Harish and Narayanan proposed an
efficient way of doing breath-first search on GPU [62]. In each BFS iteration, their method maps threads to
all nodes in the graph. Nodes in the wavefront expand the wavefront to their unvisited neighbors simultane-
ously, until all nodes are visited. Similar ideas were later applied to implement many other graph algorithms
on GPU, including single-source shortest path (SSSP), all-pairs shortest paths (ASSP), st-connectivity, min-
imum spanning tree and maximum flow [116, 63]. Overall, their method works well for large highly/densely
connected graphs. For very sparse graphs, such as the ones provided in 2006 DIMACS challenge [5], their
method is slower than a CPU implementation. Luo et al. proposed a BFS implementation on GPU that
works well on sparse graphs, by implementing a hierarchical queue and a three layer kernel arrangement
scheme [87]. The hierarchical queue allows scheduling threads to nodes in the wavefront only. The three
layer kernel arrangement reduces kernel launches when the wavefront is small. By combining both features,
their method outperforms a CPU version on sparse graphs. Nevertheless, all above methods don’t work well
on scale-free networks [63, 87]. Because they neglected the finest level parallelism, the adjacency level paral-
lelism. Ignoring the adjacency level parallelism leads to load imbalance on scale-free networks, as discussed
in Section 4.3.
BFS can also be implemented using sparse matrix vector product (SMVP) [37]. Bell and Garland
proposed an efficient way to compute SMVP on GPU by exposing fine-grained parallelism and having
coalesced memory access [18]. However, their method does not work well for very sparse matrixes with only
a few non-zero per row [37]. Deng et al. [37] proposed a GPU approach for SMVP that suits better to sparse
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data appearing in Electronic Design Automation (EDA) applications. Their method exploited all two levels
of parallelism in SMVP, similar to that in BFS, and achieved better performance for very sparse matrixes.
To our knowledge, Sriram et al. [111] proposed the first and only effort on GPU to implement cen-
trality metrics. Promising speedups are obtained. However their method did not exploit the finest level of
parallelism. It performed sub-optimally on scale-free networks due to load imbalance, which is explained
in Section 4.3. While our implementation fully exploits all three levels of parallelism, thus yields better
performance.
4.3 All-Pair Shortest Paths on GPU
In this section, we will introduce our implementation of all-pair shortest paths (APSP) on GPU that exploits
all three levels of parallelism, namely, source node level, wavefront node level and adjacency level. The APSP
implementation can be easily extent to compute centrality matrices, without changing the way in which the
computations are parallelized and scheduled.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the pseudo code for a sequential implementation of APSP. Basically, it performs a
BFS on each node (i.e. the source node) and records its distances to all other nodes. Within each BFS, it
iteratively propagates a wavefront that is stored in a queue. Nodes in a wavefront share the same distance
to the source node. In every iteration, for nodes in the wavefront, the algorithm checks their neighbors to
find the unvisited ones. For each unvisited neighbor, the algorithm updates its distance and push it into the
next wavefront stored in another queue. After all neighbors are checked, the algorithm finishes the iteration
by swapping the two queues, clearing the queue for the next wavefront and increasing the distance. Then it
continues to the next iteration.
Existing approach by Sriram et al. [111] parallelizes APSP with two levels of parallelism on GPU. First,
it parallelizes BFS from different source nodes by computing them in different thread blocks on GPU. Within
each thread block, it parallelizes a BFS iteration by mapping threads to nodes. If a node is in the current
wavefront, it checks its neighbors to find unvisited ones and marks them in the next wavefront. However,
their approach did not explore the parallelism between those neighbors, which is the finest level parallelism,
adjacency level parallelism.
Exploring the adjacency level parallelism is necessary, particularly for scale-free networks. Because when
mapping threads to nodes, the per-thread computation is linear in the number of node neighbors. When
some nodes have many more neighbors than other nodes, a characteristic of scale-free networks, threads
processing the former nodes will take much longer to finish than that processing the latter nodes. When
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Algorithm 1 Sequencial All-Pair Shortest Path
procedure Sequencial_APSP(g:graph)
begin
for each node v in g do 
// Initialize arrays
D[1...n] ← -1 // SP distance of each node 
CQ   ← empty queue // Queue for current wavefront 
  NQ   ← empty queue // Queue for next wavefront 
              CQ→push(v)                // Push v into current wavefront
D[v] ← 0 // Set distance for source v
d     ← 1                        // Reset distance for next wavefront
// BFS for shortest path discovery
while CQ is not empty do
u = CQ→pop()
// Go through neighbors of u
for each neighbor w of u in g do
// If w is not visited
if D[w] = -1 do
// Push w into next wavefront
D[w] ← d
NQ→push(w)
endif
endfor
// If current wavefront is finished
if CQ is empty do
// Switch current and nexxt wavefronts
CQ ← NQ
NQ ← empty queue
d    ← d + 1
endif
endwhile
         endfor
end
Figure 4.1: Pseudo code of a sequential all-pair shortest paths implementation.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the load imbalance issue in breath-first search on scale-free networks.
threads of different work loads appear in the same SIMD unit (i.e. a warp on GPU), the threads with less
work load will be idle and waiting for threads with more work load to finish. This ultimately results in load
imbalance and SIMD under-utilization. This issue has been mentioned in a few recent works [63, 18, 87].
To give a better flavor of the load imbalance issue on scale-free networks, we have set up a simple
scenario running BFS in Figure 4.2. Suppose node v0 is the source node, and nodes v4−v7 are in the current
wavefront. nodes v0 − v7 are visited and v8 − v14 are not yet. Existing approaches usually store the graph
as two arrays, an index array and an adjacency array, shown in Figure 4.2(b). For each node, the index
array stores the beginning and ending indices of its neighbors, and those neighbors are store in the adjacency
array. Existing approaches map SIMD threads to nodes. If a node is in the wavefront, then the thread will
access the index and adjacency array to fetch its neighbors and process them sequentially. For example, the
thread mapped to node v5 has two neighbors to process, which are v2 and v9. Whereas the thread mapped
to node v6 has seven neighbors to check, including v2, v3, v7 and v10 − v13. Thus the thread processing v6
takes longer time than that processing v5. If both threads are scheduled onto the same SIMD unit (i.e. the
same warp on GPU), then the thread processing v5 will be idle before the thread processing v6 finishes. As
a result, the SIMD unit is under-utilized.
We propose a new GPU implementation that exploits all levels of parallelism. Particularly, we store the
graph in two longer arrays, as shown in Figure 4.2(c). Each pair of corresponding nodes from the two arrays
represents an edge in the graph. Our approach maps threads to edges instead of nodes. During BFS, if one
node of an edge is in the wavefront, the thread simply checks the other node, and updates the distance if
it is not visited yet. The process is detailed in the pseudo code shown in Figure 4.3. Please note that we
duplicate each edge as two pairs of nodes so that we always start with the first node and update the second
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Algorithm 2 Parallel Breath-First Search
procedure Parallel_BFS(g:graph, v:node)
begin
D[1...n] ← -1 // SP distance of each node 
D[v] ← 0 // Set distance for source v
d    ← 0                      // Reset distance
while exist unvisited nodes do
for each neighboring node pair (u, w) do in parallel
                   if D[u] = d do
                        if D[w] = -1 do
D[w] ← d + 1
endif
                   endif
              endfor
d ← d + 1
endwhile
end
Figure 4.3: Pseudo code of our breath-first search implementation on GPU.
node. Mapping threads this way has two advantages. First, Each thread has similar amount of work and
the SIMD under-utilization issue is much alleviated. Second, neighbors of a wavefront node are processed
simultaneously, and the adjacency level of parallelism is exploited.
To extend BFS to APSP, we adopt the approach by Sriram et al. [111], and perform BFS at different
source nodes in different thread blocks. Different thread blocks run in parallel, at the cost of duplicating
some memory storage for each of them. For example, in BFS, we need to duplicate a distance array for each
thread block. This allows us to exploit the parallelism between different source nodes.
By exploiting all levels of parallelism, our GPU APSP implementation obtains better performance than
another GPU implementation, “GPU2Level”, that mimics existing approach [63, 111] and exploits two levels
of parallelism. We measured the performance on several scale-free networks, ranging from hundreds of nodes
to a million nodes. The statistics are listed in Table 4.1. A single threaded CPU implementation is also
included for reference. All experiments were performed on the Accelerator Cluster in University of Illinois [1],
which hosts 2.4GHz AMD Opteron dual core processors with 8GB memory and NVIDIA GTX280 graphics
cards with 4GB memory. All numbers were obtained as averages over five trials. Since GTX280 has 30
multiprocess, we configure the GPU kernel to run on 30 blocks with 512 threads in each block. The number
of blocks could be limited by the memory usage, which is discussed in Section 4.5.5
All networks are collected from real world data. “sp500-038” represents price correlation between S&P
500 stocks. “bo” is an interaction map between yeast proteins. “cg-web” represents the reference between
computational geometry related webpages. “hep-th” is a citation network between researchers in the area
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of high-energy theoretical physics. “as-rel..071008” represents service relation between autonomous systems.
“flickr” is a friend network from the photo sharing website Flickr.com. Because “flickr” is too large with 0.8
million nodes and 6.6 million edges, full APSP requires too much time to complete, i.e. 37 hours on CPU.
We thus randomly sampled 4096 source nodes and only compute shortest paths from them. The sampling
is applied to all other implementations introduced later as well.
Graph Nodes Edges CPU (ms) GPU2Level (ms) Our GPU impl. (ms)
sp500-038 365 3206 39.515 5.674 2.448
bo 1458 1948 291.433 16.85 12.311
cg-web 2269 8131 1005.474 67.458 43.238
as-rel.071008 26242 53174 122932.817 6976.377 5597.862
hep-th 27400 352021 384339.375 34668.124 27672.719
flickr 820878 6625280 1678492.075∗ 136328.856∗ 100713.888∗
Table 4.1: APSP Performance comparison between several implementations, on a few scale-free networks.
∗Performance measured by randomly sampling 4096 source nodes.
The results demonstrate that our GPU APSP implementation obtains 12x ∼ 24x speedups to a CPU
implementation. Comparing to existing GPU implementations, our method obtains 1.25x ∼ 2.32x speedups.
This empirically shows that exploiting all levels of parallelism is important to achieve the best performance
in APSP.
4.4 Centrality Metrics on GPU
We extent our APSP implementation to compute centrality metrics on GPU. Implementations of closeness
centrality and graph centrality are straight forward, because they only require very simple operations after
APSP. Particularly, closeness centrality (CC) requires averaging all SP distances with respect to a source
node and computing the reciprocal of the average:
CC(v) =
1
Σu∈V d(u, v)
(4.1)
Similarly, graph centrality (GC) requires finding the maximum distance and computing the reciprocal of the
maximum:
GC(v) =
1
maxu∈V d(u, v)
(4.2)
In contrast, stress centrality (SC) and betweenness centrality (BC) are more complicated to implement.
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The former requires counting the number of SPs, among APSP, through a node:
SC(v) =
∑
u6=v 6=w∈V
σu,w(v) (4.3)
where σu,w(v) is the number of shortest paths from u to w that pass through v. Betweenness centrality is
defined based on stress centrality. It further requires computing the SP dependency:
δu,w(v) = σu,w(v)/σu,w (4.4)
BC on a node is computed by integrating the SP dependency over all possible node pairs:
BC(v) =
∑
u 6=v 6=w∈V
δu,w(v) =
∑
u 6=v 6=w∈V
σu,w(v)/σu,w (4.5)
We will first explain the details of our stress centrality implementation on GPU, followed by the imple-
mentation of betweenness centrality.
4.4.1 Stress Centrality on GPU
Stress centrality can be computed while finding all-pair shortest paths. We define the predecessors of a node
as a group of adjacent nodes that are on the shortest paths (SP) to the node. To compute the number of
SP arriving at a node (i.e. σ(v)), we need to sum up the number of SP arriving at its predecessors.
Figure 4.4 shows the pseudo code of our stress centrality implementation. Please note that there are
several changes comparing to our BFS implementation. First, we add an integer array σ to record the
number of SP through a node. Second, we add a piece of code from line 12 to 14. The goal is to check
whether u is a predecessor of w. If so, we will add the number of SP at u (i.e. σ[u]) to the number of
SP at w (i.e. σ[w]). Predecessors of w could be updating σ[w] at the same time, depending on the GPU
hardware specifications. We thus need to make sure that the addition is atomic. Some unimportant details
are neglected in the pseudo code, such as accumulation the σ array computed at current source node to a
global array.
4.4.2 Betweenness Centrality on GPU
Comparing to stress centrality, betweenness centrality requires an additional pass to compute the SP depen-
dency. After BFS is finished and the number of SP is computed, we need to propagate nodes in the reverse
order of BFS. In other words, we need to propagate from the furthest nodes to the nearest nodes with respect
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Algorithm 3 Parallel Stress Centrality (SC)
procedure Parallel_SC(g:graph, v:node)
begin
1:      D[1...n] ← -1 // SP distance of each node 
2: σ [1...n] ← 0 // Number of SPs through each node 
3: D[v] ← 0 // Set distance for source v
4: σ [v] ← 1                      // Set number of SP for source v
5: d    ← 0                      // Reset distance
6: while exist unvisited nodes do
7: for each neighboring node pair (u, w) do in parallel
8: if D[u] = d do
9:  if D[w] = -1 do
10: D[w] ← d + 1
11: endif
12: if D[w] = d + 1 do
// Accumulate number of SPs
13: AtomicAdd(&σ[w], σ[u])
14: endif 
15: endif
16: endfor
17: d ← d + 1
18: endwhile
end
Figure 4.4: Pseudo code of our stress centrality implementation on GPU.
to the source node. This process is usually referred as back-propagation. Since we have computed a distance
array during BFS, we can simulate back-propagation by working on nodes from the furthest distance to
the nearest distance. During back-propagation, we need to compute the SP dependency which is defined
in Equation 4.4. Basically, we accumulate the SP dependency of a node to that of its predecessors. More
computation details can be found in this work [23]. After back-propagation, the SP dependency will be
accumulated to a global betweenness centrality array.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the pseudo code of our betweenness centrality implementation. Please note that
there are several differences comparing to our stress centrality implementation. First, we add two more
arrays δ and P . The float array δ records the SP dependency at each node. The mask array P records for
a neighboring node pair (u,w) whether w is a predecessor of u. Second, we add a piece of code from line 13
to 15 in the BFS process. The goal is to check if w is a predecessor of u by checking their distances to the
source node v. We need to mark the array P accordingly. Here we use thread id to access the element in P ,
because we map threads to (u,w) nodes pairs. Third, we add the back-propagation process from line 23 to
line 32. We work on nodes from large distances to small distances. For a node u at a particular distance, we
check if its neighbor w is a predecessor by check the array P . If so, we compute the SP dependency δv,u(w)
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Algorithm 4 Parallel Betweenness Centrality (BC)
procedure Parallel_BC(g:graph, v:node)
begin
1:      D[1...n] ← -1 // SP distance of each node 
2: σ [1...n] ← 0 // Number of SPs through each node 
3:      δ [1...n] ← 0 // SP dependency
4:   P[1...2m] ← false // Mask for SP predecessor of each node
5: D[v] ← 0 // Set distance for source v
6: σ [v] ← 1                      // Set number of SP for source v
7: d    ← 0                      // Reset distance
         // BFS
8: while exist unvisited nodes do
9: for each neighboring node pair (u, w) do in parallel
10: if D[u] = d do
11: if D[w] = -1 do
12: D[w] ← d + 1
13: else if D[w] < d do
14:                        P[thread_id] = true
15: endif
16: if D[w] = d + 1 do
// Accumulate number of SPs
17: AtomicAdd(&σ[w], σ[u])
18: endif 
19: endif
20: endfor
21: d ← d + 1
22: endwhile
// Back-propagatoin
23: while d > 1 do
24: for each neighboring node pair (u, w) do in parallel
25: if D[u] = d do
26: if P[thread_id] = true do
// Compute and accumulate SP dependencies
27: AtomicAdd(&δ[w], σ[w] / σ[u] * (1 + δ[u]))
28:                   endif
39: endif
30: endfor
31: d ← d – 1
32: endwhile
end
Figure 4.5: Pseudo code of our betweenness centrality implementation on GPU.
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and add it to the SP dependency at node w (i.e. δ[w]). Here, the addition needs to be atomic because
different threads could be updating δ[w] at the same time.
The mask array P is optional, since we can always check the distance array to find predecessors of a
node. However having P gives us coalesced memory access between different threads, thus is beneficial to
the performance.
Current GPU family (i.e. Tesla) does not support atomic operations on floating point numbers [6], while
the next generation of GPU family (i.e. Fermi) does. A temporary solution is to have an intermediate array
storing all the δv,u(w). To accumulate them to δ[w], we add another pass in which we schedule threads to
nodes and sum up all δv,u(w) on node w. The downside is that we will have more memory access and lose
the adjacency level parallelism in the additional pass.
4.5 Results and Discussions
This section summarizes our experimental results, and discusses performance factors, improvement oppor-
tunities as well as memory usage. Again, all the timings are collected on the Accelerator Cluster in UIUC
[1], averaged over five runs.
4.5.1 Breath First Search
We schedule threads in BFS differently from that in APSP. Since there is only one source node in BFS, we
schedule the computation across all multiprocessors on GPU. After each iteration of wavefront propagation,
we need to synchronize all the threads to make sure that all nodes in the next wavefront are marked before
moving to the next iteration. We implement the synchronization with kernel re-launching. Essentially, each
kernel launch expands the wavefront one step further. We re-launch the kernels until all nodes are visited.
Graph Nodes Edges CPU (ms) GPU [63] (ms) Our GPU impl. (ms)
sp500-038 365 3206 0.315 1.018 0.482
bo 1458 1948 0.545 1.270 0.904
cg-web 2269 8131 1.120 1.232 0.626
as-rel.071008 26242 53174 7.362 6.730 1.386
hep-th 27400 352021 13.878 5.634 1.845
flickr 820878 6625280 405.239 50.755 26.508
Table 4.2: BFS Performance comparison between a cpu implementation, the gpu approach proposed by Harish et
al., and our gpu implementation, on six scale-free networks.
Table 4.2 lists BFS performance of three different implementations, including a single threaded CPU
version, an implementation of the approach proposed by Harish et al. [62], and our implementation. For
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Figure 4.6: Speedup of GPU centrality metrics implementations. Centrality metrics considered here include close-
ness centrality (CC), graph centrality (GC), stress centrality (SC), and betweenness centrality (BC).
the first two networks that are relatively small, both GPU implementations perform worse than the CPU
implementation, probably because of the caching effect of the CPU memory hierarchy. For the last three
large network, our approach achieves 5x ∼ 15x speedups comparing to the CPU implementation, and
approximately 2x ∼ 4x speedups comparing to the approach by Harish et al.. Because our method exploits
both levels of parallelism while their approach exploits only the node level parallelism. This confirms that
exploiting all levels of parallelism is important to obtain the best performance on scale-free networks.
Comparing to APSP, our BFS implementation gets slightly less speedup to a CPU version. That is due
to the overhead of launching kernel for several times.
4.5.2 Centrality Metrics
In GPU implementations of all four centrality metrics, we schedule threads and blocks exactly the same as
in that of APSP. Figure 4.6 shows the performance improvements obtained using our GPU implementations.
The performance of a CPU implementation is listed in Table 4.3 as a baseline. For all six networks, we observe
that our GPU implementations achieve between 12x to 40x speedups over our CPU implementations.
At the application level, our GPU implementation enables more accurate graph processing in the same
amount of time. Centrality metrics can be computed approximately by sampling on source nodes [69].
Take the network “flickr” for an example, BC can be computed using 4096 samples on the CPU in about
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Graph Nodes Edges Single Thread CPU Running Time
CC GC SC BC
sp500-038 365 3206 97.908 ms 39.515 ms 110.884 ms 294.806 ms
bo 1458 1948 521.605 ms 291.433 ms 483.899 ms 1510.238 ms
cg-web 2269 8131 999.835 ms 1005.474 ms 1212.246 ms 3847.670 ms
as-rel.071008 26242 53174 121.083 s 122.933 s 142.594 s 351.151 s
hep-th 27400 352021 392.745 s 384.339 s 493.249 s 1162.300 s
flickr 820878 6625280 1785.175 s* 1678.492 s* 2472.055 s* 4419.228 s*
Table 4.3: Time taken to compute various centrality metrics using a single CPU thread. These timings are used as
a baseline for computing speedups. ∗Performance measured by randomly sampling 4096 source nodes.
1.2 hours. In the same amount of time, a more accurate BC that uses 71515 samples can be computed
using our GPU implementation. To give another example, computing exact BC on “flickr” using a CPU
implementation takes 10 days, while it takes only 14 hours with our GPU implementation. Here we assume
the CPU implementation is running in a single thread.
4.5.3 Performance Factors
Graph Edge to node ratio CC speedup GC speedup SC speedup BC speedup
hep-th 12.847 13.71 13.889 12.317 16.037
flickr 8.071 17.726 16.666 17.810 17.460
Table 4.4: Performance speedup variation across four centrality metrics.
The performance of our implementation is affected by characteristics of the computation, particularly the
relative amount of arithmetic operations. Table 4.4 illustrates how the speedup to a CPU version varies across
all centrality metrics we have experimented. Comparing the speedups along table rows, our implementations
generally obtain better speedups in applications with more arithmetic operations. For instance, we get more
speedups on betweenness centrality than on graph centrality.
The performance is also affected by graph properties, particularly the edge to node ratio. Comparing
the speedups along table columns, our implementations obtain better speedups on graphs with smaller edge
to node ratio. For example, the user network “flickr” has around 8 times more edges than nodes, while the
citation network “hep-th” has around 13 times more edges than nodes. Our implementations obtain from 8%
to 31% less speedups on “hep-th” than on “flickr”. The speedup degradation is caused by several reasons.
First, we spawn threads based on the number of edges, and there are some redundant memory access between
different threads. Thus the more edges the graph has, the more extra memory access our implementations
have to perform. Second, for graph with more edges, there will be more threads updating the value of the
same node. Therefore, there is a higher probability that those threads will create contentions and have their
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computation serialized. In summary, for highly/densely connected graph with more uniform node degrees,
we would recommend mapping threads to nodes, as the approach propose by Sriram et al. [111] and Harish
et al. [63]. However, for scale-free network we have experimented with, our approach performs generally
well.
we measure the instruction and memory throughput to evaluate the efficiency of our implementations. We
estimate the instruction/memory throughput by dividing the number of (arithmetic operations)/(memory
accesses) by the average running time. Computing graph centrality on the ”flickr” network yielded instruction
and memory throughput of around 20GFLOP/s and 40GB/s, respectively, while the peak throughputs of
a GTX280 (in a Tesla S1070 [1]) are 1035GFLOP/s and 102.5GB/s, respectively. It is likely that the
computation is memory bandwidth bound in all four centrality metrics, since the amount of computation
performed for each memory fetch is relatively small.
Atomic operation is one of the major performance bottlenecks in our implementations of stress centrality
and betweenness centrality. Once a thread issues an atomic operation in a memory location, other threads
that issue atomic operations at the same location afterwards have to stall. Thus their executions will be
serialized. The more contention there are, the more impact it generates onto the performance. We have
designed the algorithm to avoid such contentions as many as possible. Particularly, for updating the number
of SPs in both SC and BC, we atomically add the value of current nodes to that of its successors, which
is a group of adjacent nodes that succeed current node on shortest paths. Because with high probabilities,
those successors will appear in different warps that are not running at the same time on current GPU family
(i.e. Tesla). Thus, the contention generates less impact. Similarly, for updating the SP dependency in BC,
instead of adding values of successors to that of current node, we atomically add the value of current node
to that of its predecessors.
4.5.4 Improvement Opportunities
There are several possibilities to improve the performance. First, we can reduce the redundant memory access
in a thread block by using shared memory. Second, we can reduce the impact of atomic operations. Since
contention on global memory is more costly than that on share memory, we can move possible contention
to shared memory. Once the contention is solved in shared memory, we can atomically update the global
memory. Both improvements will complicate the implementations.
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4.5.5 Memory Usage
Among all centrality metrics, betweenness centrality consumes the most amount of memory on GPU. Theo-
cratically, it requires O(m+n) storage, with a large constant factor because we duplicate storage for different
thread blocks. Suppose we create 30 thread blocks on GPU. Each block needs approximately 4n ∗ 4 + 2m
bytes of memory. Please refer to the pseudo code in Figure 4.5 for all the storage required. The graph data
structure, as defined in Figure 4.2(c), needs 4m ∗ 4 bytes of memory. The total memory consumption is
approximately 30 ∗ (4n ∗ 4 + 2m) + 4m ∗ 4, which is 480n+ 76m bytes. For a GTX280 with 4GB memory,
this implementation limits us from processing graph of 4 million nodes, assuming there are 8 times more
edges than nodes (i.e. m=8n).
There are several ways to reduce the memory usage, at the cost of lower performance. One way is to
remove the array P which takes 2m bytes per block. It allows us process graph up to 7 million nodes and
56 million edges. But the implementation will suffer from some uncoalesced memory access. Another way
is to schedule BFS from a source node to more blocks instead of one block, which allows us to duplicate
storage for fewer times. For example, if we schedule the same source node to 30 blocks, we can process graph
with up to 120 million nodes and 960 million edges. But at the same time, we need to synchronize threads
between different blocks.
4.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed efficient implementations of centrality metrics on GPU. They are particularly designed for
scale-free networks where node degrees are non-uniform and follow a power-law function. For such networks,
our approach alleviates SIMD under-utilization by exploiting all three levels of parallelism, including source
node level, wavefront node level and adjacency level. Our approach can also be applied to improve the
performance of breath-first search and all-pair shortest paths on GPU.
One future work is to extend our approach to more graph algorithms, such as maximum flow. We
would also like to consider applying it to weighted graphs. To handle even larger graphs, we would like to
investigate inter-block synchronization techniques [126] and incorporate them into our approach.
Another direction is to apply our approach to other SIMD architectures. We are particularly interested
in Larrabee from Intel. It has larger cache and automatic cache management, thus might generate less
performance impact from memory access.
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Chapter 5
Adaptive Tree Visualization
For circular drawing of rooted trees, exiting approaches either draw the entire tree on a group of concentric
circles (i.e. the radial method) or draw it on as many separate circles as the number of internal nodes there
are (e.g. the bubble method). As a result, they do not adapt well to all kinds of trees or all scenarios. In this
chapter, we proposed a new circular tree drawing approach that allows users to configure either automatically
or interactively on how much circles to employ in the visualization. Furthermore, users can configure different
layouts for different circles to visualize various aspects of the data. Given an input hierarchy, our approach
works in three phases. We first create a group of subtrees based on the user configurations. We then
draw each subtree on a separate circle according to the default or user chosen layout method. Finally, we
assemble those subtree drawings together to form a visualization of the entire hierarchy. Our approach not
only generates compact and pleasing visualizations that work well for all scenarios we have tested, it can
also enrich visualizations by adapting the drawings to inherent data attributes (e.g. time in genealogy).
Our approach can be reconfigured at the run time, thus allows users to explore tree data and visualization
interactively. Several applications on real world datasets are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach.
5.1 Introduction
Node-and-edge trees are a familiar tool to visualize hierarchical data such as file systems, biological tax-
onomies, organizational diagrams, genealogies and so on. They effectively capture and reflect how human
organize information [90].
Extensive research has produced many different methods for tree visualization. Of these, circular layouts
that place children on a circle surrounding their parent are studied and often used for their natural appearance
and efficient use of space. Such layouts fall into two broad categories based on the organization of these
circles. The radial layout category organizes nodes on concentric circles about a single root [41], whereas
bubble layouts center circles at parent node locations to organize their children [90, 112, 86, 57]. Radial
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Leonhard Euler
Low Degree Radial
Leonhard Euler
Low Degree Bubble
E. H. Moore
High Degree Radial
E. H. Moore
High Degree Bubble
Figure 5.1: Node degrees affect quality of tree drawings. Left two images show the same subtree from two drawings
of “MG-1040” created by the radial and bubble method, respectively; right two images show another subtree. Roots
of subtrees are labeled.
layouts work very well for sparse trees or trees of low degree nodes, whereas bubble layouts better depict
dense trees or trees with high degree nodes. Trees that contain a combination of these characteristics can
confound the abilities of a single tree layout method, yielding sub-optimal space utilization.
To illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of both kinds of tree layouts, Fig. 5.1 examines some
examples of these tree layout approaches applied to the dataset, “MG-1040”, which represents a genealogy
of 1040 mathematicians [32] shown in full in Fig. 5.2. These examples reveal that node degree significantly
affects drawing qualities. Low degree nodes are compactly displayed by the radial layout, whereas the bubble
layout allocates too much space for them. Conversely, high degree nodes cause the radial layout to clump
nodes together while wasting space elsewhere (partially caused by a “convexity check” [66]), whereas the
bubble layout more compactly handles them on separate guide circles. Neither category works well for trees
that contain both kinds of subtrees.
Inspired by these observations, we propose a new approach for circular tree drawings that utilizes the
benefits of both kinds of tree drawing. Our approach creates a kind of bubble tree hierarchy of radial layouts,
where the layout choice of a given subtree is controlled by a user-specified criterion. Our main criterion is a
degree threshold. For example, Fig. 5.2 demonstrates our layout approach using a degree threshold of six.
Hence nodes with less than six children are packed using a novel extended radial layout method, whereas
nodes with six or more children are laid out in a new instance of this radial layout. This new approach better
utilizes space while emphasizing in this case influential mathematicians. Furthermore, a stylized interactive
version allows the user to observe a high-level overview and drill down into details to facilitate knowledge
discovery. We present layout strategies that optimize space utilization to avoid unnecessarily shrinking of
fine details, or alternatively methods for mapping data attributes onto the radial distance of nodes as an
additional glyph for visualization.
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Figure 5.2: Visualizing a tree “MG-1040” using radial, bubble, treemap and our proposed layout methods.
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In summary, our circular tree drawing approach has the following contributions:
• A configurable circular visualization framework with a user configurable criterion for either continuing
the parent’s radial layout or initiating a new subtree radial layout (Create Subtrees),
• A new compact radial layout that compresses the display of trees whose leaves vary in level (Compact
Radial Layout),
• A new radial layout that maps data attribute onto the radial distance of nodes (Distance-Mapped
Radial Layout), and
• A stylized interactive tree visualization system based on these layout principles.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related works in Section 5.2. Section 5.3
explains the organization and algorithmic details of our layout algorithms. Section 5.4 demonstrates and
discusses the effectiveness of these new layout algorithms on a variety of datasets, and Section 5.5 concludes
with directions for further investigation.
5.2 Previous Works
Graph drawing is a classic and extensively researched problem. Here we review the previous research most
closely related to our proposed layout methods.
5.2.1 Top-down Drawing
Top-down drawing of binary trees was first proposed by Wetherell and Shannon [123]. Their linear time
algorithm collected nodes of the same level onto a horizontal line. Reingold and Tilford [100] improved this
approach to use less space, and Walker [68] extended it to work for unbounded degree but with increased
(quadratic) running time, which was later reduced to linear time [29]. “Word Tree” [120] similarly employed
left-right tree drawings to support queries and exploration of phase sequences within text documents.
5.2.2 Circular Drawing
Radial drawing of trees places nodes of the same level on the same circle among a family of concentric circles
[41]. The expanding arc length of widening concentric circles made good use of space and clearly indicated
node levels, though nodes would cluster in some places while leaving gaps elsewhere.
Circular drawing of trees [90] places children on a new circle surrounding their parent, with the layout
of the resulting tree determined by recursion. This approach suffers from the exponential decrease of edge
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length for nodes deep in the hierarchy [90]. Boardman [20] made such a layout dynamic for interactive
perusal of trees based on a bubble popping metaphor (unrelated to the bubble layout described later). Teoh
and Ma [112] improved circular drawing with ring structures that placed children on concentric “rings”
instead of a single circle to obtain better space utilization. Later, Lin and Yen [86] optimized the angle
resolution and aspect ratio of the drawing that reduced to a polynomial-time matching problem. Grivet et
al. [57] proposed the bubble layout that obtained a better tradeoff between angle resolution and edge length
by using subtree bounding circles to compute angle allocations in the hierarchical layout.
Cone trees [102] visualizes large hierarchies in three dimension, but suffers from visual clutter on hierar-
chies of thousands of nodes [30]. Several techniques have been proposed to address this issue, including the
fsviz visualization system [30] and the Reconfigurable Disc Tree [70].
5.2.3 Treemap Drawing
Treemap is proposed by Johnson and Shneiderman [75] [109] [114]. By making full utilization of spatial
spaces, this method easily visualizes very large hierarchies. Bruls et al. [28] extent it to Squarified Treemaps
which uses rectangles that approximate squares, Bederson et al. [17] proposed ordered and quantum treemaps
to better handle dynamic data and fixed-sized elements. In related work, Hao et al. [61] rendered hierarchies
on small displays by using adjacencies between polygonal shapes to represent relationships. Instead of using
rectangles, Wang et al. [119] proposed to visualize large hierarchies using nested circles in 2D or nested
cylinders in 3D.
5.2.4 Tree Interaction
Tree interaction provides dynamic variable resolution of tree components to facilitate deeper inspection of
trees than possible in a static layout. Simple interaction techniques can be implemented in tree drawing by
changing the node size or tree roots [90]. Advanced interaction techniques include hyperbolic browser [82],
the fisheye view [48] and others [65].
Circular drawings are commonly used among the variety of tree drawing techniques. They scale better for
larger data sets than do top down drawings [57], and reflect hierarchical structure more clearly than treemaps
[28, 109]. While they are not the only choice, for many cases circular drawings are the best alternative.
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5.3 Our Algorithm
We proposed a new circular tree drawing algorithm that combines the benefits of radial and bubble tree
layouts into a more compact form that better utilizes available space to display a graph’s smallest features
at maximum scale.
We perform this layout in three phases. The first phase, Create Subtrees, decomposes a tree into a
hierarchy of component subtrees using a user-specified criterion, where the root of each subtree (except the
top subtree) corresponds to a leaf node in a parent subtree. The layout of each of these subtrees is computed
in bottom-up order by the second phase, Layout Subtrees, using trigonometry, optimization and perception
to efficiently and effectively pack a subtree into a novel radial layout. We propose two new radial subtree
layouts: Compact Radial and Distance-Mapped Radial. The third phase, Assemble Subtrees, creates the
final tree visualization by assembling the subtree layouts into a consistent, efficient and informative global
layout.
We follow the drawing convention that the enclosing circle of a child-subtree drawing resides in a wedge
of the parent-subtree drawing [86]. Hence Create Subtrees creates a bottom-up queue of subtrees such that
Layout Subtrees can layout lower-level subtrees and compute their bounding circles first so that higher-level
subtrees know how much space to allocate for them, such that the resulting assembly avoids collision.
5.3.1 Create Subtrees
Given a user-defined criterion, such as a threshold on the number of children, this first phase of our layout
procedure subdivides the tree at nodes passing this criterion into component subtrees. For example, if a
node n passed the criterion (e.g. had more than a given threshold number of children), then this phase
would subdivide the tree into an exterior component where n was replaced with a leaf node version, and an
interior component with root n consisting of the descendants of n.
Algorithm 1 shows that CreateSubtrees subdivides a tree in a post-order depth-first traversal, yielding a
bottom-up queue of subtrees so that lower-level subtrees are laid out before higher-level subtrees that need
to know the size of their lower-level subtree components. Each subtree in this queue is laid out by the Layout
Subtrees phase in bottom-up order.
The CreateSubtrees procedure is called initially with only one parameter, the root of the tree, such that
subtree defaults to an empty container and top defaults to true. The first operation “Add n to subtree”
inserts a childless copy of node n to the tree subtree, placing n below its parent in the subtree. The only
time the parent of n does not exist in subtree is the first time through, when top is true, and in this case n
is placed as root of subtree which is subsequently discarded.
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Algorithm 1: The CreateSubtrees depth-first algorithm that subdivides a tree into a bottom-up queue
of subtrees.
CreateSubtrees (Node n, Tree subtree={}, Boolean top=T)
begin
Add n to subtree ;
if top OR n satisfies create-new-subtree criterion then
Let newtree ← new Tree with root n ;
if NOT top then
Add node “dummy parent” as child of n in newtree ;
end
foreach child of n do
CreateSubtrees (child, newtree, F) ;
end
Add newtree to the layout queue ;
else if n has children then
foreach child of n do
CreateSubtrees (child, subtree, F) ;
end
end
end
The first “if” clause is satisfied if node n passes the criterion, e.g. its number of children exceed a
threshold, or if n is the root of the entire tree. In both cases we create a new subtree and recursively
incorporate the children of n to this structure. The new subtree is generated with n as its root node, and
an extra node called “dummy parent” that reserves space in the subtree layout to attach the newtree root
n to its parent layout subtree at node n, which is a leaf in subtree. If n does not pass the criterion, then the
children of n are recursively processed.
5.3.2 Layout Subtrees
We layout subtrees radially, along concentric circles centered at the subtree root node location. The original
radial layout method, as shown in Fig. 5.3(left), indicates depth as radial distance from the root, which
can yield inefficient layouts for subtrees whose leaf depths vary. We instead propose a new radial layout
that more efficiently packs nodes guided by concentric circles about the subtree root node, as shown in
Figure 5.3(right).
In Figure 5.3(right), the depth of nodes is no longer a strict ordering of distance from the root. A study
of human perception of graph drawing [38] indicates that people interpret (1) nodes along a circle as equal in
status, and (2) nodes closer to the center as higher in status. The semantics of status as defined by distance
to the root vary based on the application. For example, when visualizing a filesystem, the depth of a file
(or large subdirectory) is rarely important relative to other files or subdirectories, whereas in family tree
or in an organizational diagram, such status is quite important. Our proposed radial layout differentiates
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E. H. Moore
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Figure 5.3: Subtree layout computed with radial method (left) and our more compact method (right).
the placement of nodes based on depth to satisfy (1) such that nodes of different depth are plotted along
concentric circles of different radii to avoid the inference of equal status. Our proposed radial layout sacrifices
(2) in the interest of optimizing the use of available space to accommodate larger irregular trees.
In some applications, e.g. file systems, we can even ignore (1) and place leaves representing files (or nodes
representing larger subdirectories) along a shared circle, since the depth of a file in a filesystem is often not
important.
The original radial layout shown in Figure 5.3(left), expands trees in fixed radial steps, where a node’s
descendants are compressed into finer and finer wedges to avoid edge crossing. Our proposed radial layout
packs trees of arbitrary width and depth into such a wedge which can lead to edge crossings that must be
detected and removed.
Detecting and removing all edge crossings is NP-hard [50], and often not necessary for effective interac-
tive graph visualization [65]. Our approach consists of heuristics that empirically seem to work well, e.g.
eliminating all but a few negligible crossings on a large tree of 50,000 nodes.
We propose two new radial layout approaches. The Compact Radial layout strives to pack the subtree
layout into the smallest space possible, whereas the Distance-Mapped Radial layout uses radial distance as
a glyph to visualize a data attribute, e.g. “time” in a genealogy.
The final step of both subtree layouts computes a bounding circle for the subtree, such that its center
and radius can be used to allocate space in the layout of the parent structure. Note that the center of the
bounding circle might not coincide with the position of the subtree root node, and the radius of the circle
might not be the distance from the root to the outermost leaf. We apply the enclosing circle algorithm from
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the bubble tree method [57], originally proposed by Welzl [122], on the subtree leaf positions obtained by
an in-order traversal of the subtree.
Compact Radial Layout
We first assign a radius size to each node in our radial layout subtree, to handle the case of any leaf nodes
that correspond to other radial layout subtrees. Hence each node defaults to a unit size, except for nodes
corresponding to subtrees, whose size is computed as the radius of the resulting subtree layout. Recall the
bottom-up queue ensures we have already computed the size of any subtree that corresponds to a node in
our current subtree.
We first allocate for each node in the subtree a portion of arc length of the circle for the node and its
descendants, hence defining a wedge for each node and its descendants to occupy. Unlike the classic radial
layout which allocates arc length solely on number of leaves, our nodes can vary in size since some nodes
can themselves correspond to radial layouts of subtrees.
First, a post-order tree traversal accumulates for each node n the total size of its leaf descendants. Second,
a pre-order traversal allocates arc length as the angle range [θs, θe] to each node as a portion of the parent’s
angle range in proportion to the accumulated sizes at siblings, with [0, 2pi] allocated for the subtree root.
Each node will then be placed along a ray extending from the root in the direction θ = (θs + θe)/2.
The distance d along this ray from the root remains to be determined. We use the notation d(n, q) to
represent the distance from a node n to a node q, and d(n) ≡ d(n, root) where root indicates the center
node of the current subtree layout. The classical radial layout defines the distance d(n) = k · depth(n) to
be proportional to the edge distance to the subtree root for some constant k. We instead propose a tighter
packing based on three constraints
d(n) >
rad(n)
sin((θe − θs)/2) , (5.1)
d(n, q) > rad(n) + rad(q) ∀q ∈ ancestry(n), (5.2)
d(n) > d(p), (5.3)
where p is the parent of n and has angle θp, and rad() indicates the radius of a single node or a subtree
layout rooted at that node.
The sector constraint (5.1) keeps node n in its sector [θs, θe], whereas the overlap constraint (5.2) prevents
it from colliding with other nodes in this sector. The constraint (5.3) ensures that distance is a non-decreasing
function of depth, to avoid switchbacks that can complicate perception and to reduce edge crossings. This
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last constraint is a weakened form of a previous convexity constraint [66]
d(n) >
d(p)
cos(θ − θp) . (5.4)
The form (5.3) is a weakened form of the convexity constraint (5.4) because radial layouts can result in
concave angles when the sector is larger than pi. Such is the case in the radial layout shown in Figure 5.2,
which wastes space at the top and bottom of the layout because its convexity constraint avoids concave
angles.
Denoting d = d(n), q = (qx, qy), C = cos θ and S = sin θ then constraint (5.2) becomes the quadratic
system
(dC − qx)2 + (dS − qy)2 > (rad(n) + rad(q))2 (5.5)
which the quadratic equation solves as
d > qxC + qyS +
√
(rad(n) + rad(q))2 − (qxS − qyC)2. (5.6)
We ignore the smaller solution to satisfy constraint (5.3). If no root exists, then n and q would not collide.
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Figure 5.4: A node can collide with any of its ancestors. Here node n collides with its grandparent q but not its
parent p, laid out in corresponding bounding sectors Θn,Θq and Θp.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates that constraint (5.2) must consider all ancestors of n. Our empirical observations
suggest that considering only the parent and grandparent suffices for most cases. However, constraint (5.2)
only considers collisions and crossing between a node and its ancestors but not its siblings.
Figure 5.5 demonstrates a foldover collision that can occur between a node and its sibling. Such sibling
foldover collisions do not happen in radial layouts because siblings are places at the same distance from the
root, but occur in our modified layout with distances d(n) computed per node. Collisions can be detected
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by a three point orientation test.
We avoid this situation by enforcing a minimum positive angle between neighboring siblings with respect
to their parent, and increase the node distance (from the root) of each node whose angle from its preceding
sibling falls below the minimum set for that sibling pair. As illustrated in Fig. 5.5, given a node n and its
preceding sibling m, both children of parent p, then the angle θmn at p between these two siblings should
satisfy
θmn > arctan
rad(n)
d(n, p)
. (5.7)
We find the desired distance d(n) from n to the root r by intersecting the line passing through r and n with
a ray emanating from p at an angle θmn from the edge from p to m.
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Figure 5.5: Left: Child edges from node n can collide with the parent edge of preceding sibling m, sharing the
same parent p. Right: Radial distance of node n from the root is increased to create sufficient angle between m and
n w.r.t. p to remove collision at the intersection of the dashed lines.
When a node is moved as shown in Fig. 5.5, it can create a foldover collision for its next sibling, creating
a ripple effect of corrections. This ripple effect is equivalent to a bubble sort, though we seldom see O(n2)
behavior to organize its n siblings as the foldover collisions are rare and so siblings are usually in a nearly
correct order. In practice, the entire subtree layout runs in roughly linear time.
Distance-Mapped Radial Layout
The Compact Radial layout focused on minimizing the distance d from each node to the root to efficiently
pack the graph into a small circle. Alternatively, we can use the distance d as a glyph to indicate a data
attribute. For example, one might find it intuitive and meaningful to map time to these node distances when
visualizing genealogy data as a family tree.
Given a pre-set distance d and size rad(n) for node n, we solve for the sector of its angle range using the
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Figure 5.6: Visualizing Mathematics Genealogy by mapping graduation year to node distances, before (left) and
after (right) edge crossings have been removed by sibling reodering.
proportion
a(n) = max
rad(n)/d(n), ∑
c child of n
a(c)
 (5.8)
defining a(n) in a bottom-up traversal through the tree. The proportion a(n) defines the angle range of
a node n as a portion of the available sector of the parent of n shared by node n and its siblings. The
initial assignment of node distances d may not be sufficient to space nodes without overlap, in which case
all distances d are scaled by the same global scale factor to prevent node overlap.
While this process avoids node collisions, it can nevertheless result in edge crossings, such as is illustrated
in Fig. 5.5 (left). The technique introduced in last section detected and fixed edge crossings, by increasing
node distance that could result in a re-ordering of the angular order of the node among its siblings. The
distance-mapped layout cannot support the alteration of distances, so these collisions are repaired only by
sibling reordering. This simple strategy is not guaranteed to remove all edge crossing, and would not be
appropriate for hierarchies where sibling order matters, but it does work well in practice.
Figure 5.6 demonstrates a distance-mapped visualization of Mathematics Genealogy mapping graduation
year to node distance. The example on the left results in edge crossings as shown in the enlargement, which
are repaired in the version on the right by sibling reordering.
5.3.3 Assemble Subtrees
The Layout Subtrees phase generates layout for each of the subtrees decomposed from the input tree by
the Create Subtrees phase. The bounding circle of each subtree, except the top subtree, will fit into its
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corresponding node circle in its parent subtree. This indicates a simple translation of the subtree bounding
circle center to the node position of its corresponding node circle in the parent subtree.
All that remains is a rotation to point the dummy parent node edge of the subtree layout toward the
subtree’s parent node in the parent subtree layout. The bubble tree layout [57] assumes the root of the
subtree is near the center of the bounding circle, but our compact layouts often displace the subtree root
away from the center of the subtree’s bounding circle. Since the rotation of the subtree layout is about its
origin, and not the position of the root node of the subtree, we need a more sophisticated approach to align
the dummy node with the parent position.
p
o
r
d
Figure 5.7: Subtree (center, magnified 2x) fits in large node space in parent subtree (left). When placed (right
top), the subtree needs to be rotated (right bottom) to align parent dummy node d with parent p and subtree root
r.
As depicted in Fig. 5.7, let r indicate the position of the root of the subtree, let d indicate the position
of the dummy node, let o indicate the center of the subtree bounding circle, and let p indicate the position
of the parent in the parent subtree, all in the coordinate system of the parent subtree. Then we want a
rotation about o such that r,d and p are collinear.
We can compute the angle of rotation as follows. Consider a circle centered at o with radius ||p − o||,
and a ray extending from r through d (in their original positions before the rotation). Let p′ be the (single)
intersection of the circle with the ray (that originates inside the circle). Then the desired rotation is given
by the angle between the lines 〈o,p〉 and 〈o,p′〉, in the direction that rotates p′ into p.
Once the subtree layout is rotated within the parent subtree layout, then the dummy parent node d is
deleted from the subtree, the node representing the subtree is deleted from the parent layout, and an edge
is drawn from p to r to connect the subtree layout with its parent subtree layout.
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5.4 Applications and Results
We demonstrate our approach with a few applications on real world tree datasets. Such datasets include
spanning trees, genealogy, org charts, and file systems. We implemented our algorithms in C++ using the
Visualization ToolKit (VTK) [105] and the Tulip graph visualization library [8].
5.4.1 Automatic Adaptive Tree Visualization
Our approach can be applied to adaptive tree visualizations by automatically drawing high degree nodes and
their descendants on separate circles using the Compact Radial subtree layout. We tested it on hierarchies
of varying node degree distributions. A degree threshold of 6 was used except where noted.
Figure 5.2 shows visualizations of “MG-1040”, a genealogy of 1040 mathematicians extending from “Leon-
hard Euler.” The degree threshold helps show better than the radial method that most mathematicians at
the 19th century were from four countries: Germany, represented by “Felix Klein” and “Leopold Kronecker”,
United States represented by “E. H. Moore”, France represented by “Charles Ehresmann” and Netherlands
represented by “Gerard Moll.” The bubble layout facilitates a similar finding but requires more space. The
visualization using the squarified treemap method [28] shown in Fig. 5.2 requires even less space, but is
overwhelmed by too many squares that make it hard to tell the hierarchical structure.
Figure 5.8 shows drawings of the dataset “sp500-tree,” a spanning tree of a graph which represents cross
correlations of price fluctuation of 365 stocks from the S&P 500, with a few key labels. We manually select
node “GS” (Goldman Sachs Group Inc.) to be the root. Our approach generates a visualization that is more
compact than either the radial method or bubble method. A section of the bubble drawing is also enlarged
to expose issues in assembling subtrees. Edges connecting circle centers can be poorly spaced with other
edges, as discussed in Section 5.3.3, whereas our result is free of such issues.
Figure 5.9 compares drawings of the dataset “facebook-tree,” a spanning tree of the 356-friend social
network of a particular user, manually set as root. Some friends have many friends, while others have few.
This degree variance challenges the radial method, crowding some parts while other parts are quite sparse,
whereas the bubble method works well. Our approach works slightly better than the bubble approach by
packing low degree subtrees into the parent radial layout instead of allocating separate circles for them. A
force-directed layout [47] shows that utilizing the tree structure greatly improves layout efficiency.
Figure 5.10 shows drawings of the dataset “booktag-tree” which represents a spanning tree of a small
network of 205 book tags, where two tags are linked together if they have been used to describe the same
book. This dataset is very sparse with many low degree nodes. It is especially challenging for the bubble
method, which wastes much space on its layout, whereas the radial method works well . Our approach
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Figure 5.8: left to right: “sp500-tree” drawn with the radial method (left), the bubble method (middle), and our
approach (right).
Figure 5.9: From left to right: “facebook-tree” drawn with the radial method, the bubble method, our approach,
and a force-directed method.
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Figure 5.10: From left to right: “booktag-tree” drawn with the radial method, bubble method, our method and
again our method with a different degree threshold.
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Tree Our compact radial method The bubble[57] The radial[41]
booktag-tree 4.333 2.117 0.640
facebook-tree 2.805 2.430 0.380
sp500-tree 2.384 1.850 0.316
MG-1040 1.417 0.881 0.096
Table 5.1: Resolution of different tree drawing methods on a few hierarchies.
Figure 5.11: Visualizing predicted advisor-advisee pairs with colored edges on top of a subtree of the Mathematics
Genealogy drawn with the radial layout (left), and our layout method (right).
improves the radial layout with a more uniform packing that separates features better. We demonstrate
two examples using a degree threshold of 6 and of 10, where the latter replaces small circular subtrees with
larger angular subtrees embedded in the parent radial layout.
To verify that our approach generates compact visualizations, we measure the drawing resolution [34]
(the smallest distance between nodes) for the above results and list them in Table 5.1. We scale each of the
drawings so that it can be enclosed by a circle of radius 100. Our approach obtains the highest resolution
on all of these results, and particularly for low degree “booktag-tree” and “MG-1040” cases, our approach
outperforms the bubble method by more than 60%.
5.4.2 Drawing Trees with Attributes
Our approach can be configured in many different aspects, including node size, node distance, and subtree
creation criteria. We can configure one of them according to an attribute of the data, so that we can generate
more appealing visualizations with the attribute reflected intuitively at the same time.
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Figure 5.11 illustrates a scenario where visualizing data attributes is very helpful. Machine learning can
be used to infer advisor-advisee relationships through research collaborations via paper coauthorship [118].
We can use the Mathematics Genealogy tree layout to visualize the correctness of these inferences. The
relevant subtree is drawn with default grey edges, whereas all found advisor-advisee pairs are drawn with
colored edges, indicating green for correct pairs and red for wrong ones. For a wrong advisor-advisee pair,
we colored the edge between the advisee and his/her real advisor to indicate that the algorithm makes a
mistake on that advisee. Our Distance-Mapped layout can visualize the graduation time of these researchers
by setting node distances from the root proportional to their graduation time differences:
d(n) = (gradtime(n)− gradtime(r)) (5.9)
where gradtime(n) stands for the graduation time of researcher n, and r is the root. From this distance-
mapped drawing, we discover two observations about wrong advisor-advisee pairs. First, the predicted
advisor for an advisee tends to be wrong if the real advisor graduated earlier than 1970, as indicated by the
blue dotted circle in the drawing. Second, the algorithm tends to fail when the advisee graduated long after
their advisor’s graduation date, indicated by the number of longer red lines.
Figure 5.12 shows visualizations of “MG” that represents a genealogy of 59321 mathematicians. The
hierarchy is rooted at “Simeon Poisson”. The first visualization is created by the radial method with the
convexity constraint considered. Enforcing convexity leads to some wasted space at both left and right sides
of the result. Without the convexity constraint, the radial method generates a drawing that depicts the
hierarchical relations very clearly, as shown in the second image. The third visualization is created by the
bubble method. It emphasizes mathematicians with many descendants by drawing them on large circles.
The last visualization is created by our method that maps node distances to the graduation time of those
mathematicians. It leads to two interesting findings of the data. First, most mathematicians at the leaves
graduated very recently, as they are drawn at the furthest distance from the root. Second, zooming into a
local region (marked by the red rectangle), we notice that there is a big gap between the time a professor
graduates and the time his/her first student graduates, after which students graduate rapidly.
Figure 5.13 shows another example where our approach can be configured based on data attributes
to improve visualizations. The first image shows a radial visualization of “football” that represents the
conference hierarchy of 115 Division IA college football teams in fall 2000. If we labeled every team, then
labels near the top and bottom would overlap each other, as shown in the second image. With our method,
we can set node sizes according to the space take by their labels, which generates a layout that avoids label
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(a) the radial method with convexity constraint (b) the radial method without convexity constraint
(c) the bubble method (d) our distance-mapped radial layout method
Figure 5.12: Visualizations of hierarchy “MG”. Node distance is mapped to graduation time in our method.
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overlaps. In this case, the space taken by a label is determined by the angle on the circle at which the label
is placed. Suppose a node n has a label of rectangular size (wn, hn) and wn > hn. Let θn denote the angle
of n, its node size can be configured as
rad(n) = min(wn,
hn
|cos(θn)| ) (5.10)
This equation considers the tangential size of a rectangular label w.r.t. the circle center. When θn is close to
0 or pi, the tangential size is close to the height hn, whereas when θn is close to pi/2 or 3pi/2, the tangential
size approaches the width wn. However, these layout angles are not defined before the nodes sizes are
needed. We thus approximate these angles by assuming nodes are uniformly sized and draw the hierarchy
accordingly. We then update node sizes based on the angles and (5.10), and regenerate the drawing using
the new sizes. Our result is shown in the third image. Note that nodes at top and bottom are placed an
ample distance away from each other.
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Figure 5.13: From left to right: visualizations of “football” with the radial method, zoomed in with labels, our
method, and zoomed in with labels.
5.4.3 Interactive Stylized Tree Visualization
Our approach allows user to manipulate the visualization and explore data details interactively. On one
hand, users can click an internal node to make it a new subtree root so that its descendants will be drawn on
a separate circle and thus better spaced. Users can click it again to change it back to an internal node. On
the other hand, users can change the layout of those subtrees. We have also devised a simple stylized drawing
method that renders subtrees by their bounding circles. For a large tree with many nodes, it provides a
more concise overview and allows users to select subtree roots more effectively.
Figure 5.14 demonstrates interactive visualizations of “boost”, a file hierarchy of the include directory
of the boost library v. 1.34.1 which includes 4041 header files and directories. We map nodes sizes to the
square root of files/directories bytesizes, so that node areas are proportional to their corresponding sizes.
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Figure 5.14: From left to right: visualizing “boost” with our approach, a stylized drawing of the visualization, after
the user clicks on the “mpl” directory, and after the user clicks on the “aux ” and “preprocessed” directories.
Tree Nodes Our method Bubble [57]
facebook-tree 356 0.030 s 0.015 s
sp500-tree 365 0.031 s 0.016 s
MG-1040 1040 0.125 s 0.031 s
boost 4041 0.281 s 0.125 s
MG 52920 4.465 s 2.300 s
Table 5.2: Tree drawing performance measured on a few hierarchies.
We pre-sort directories and files by size. In the first image, the user selects all first level directories under
“boost,” and draws them on separate circles. In the second image, the user switches from the straight
line drawing to the stylized drawing, in which only subtree bounding circles are rendered. The circle of a
subtree/directory encloses circles of its child-subtrees/sub-directories. With the stylized drawing, the user
can look at the first level directories without being distracted by many straight lines. Related files and
directories are further labeled in the visualization. The user can click on any directory to reveal its contents
as illustrated in the third and fourth images.
Such a display can be used as a file explorer with the advantage of observing file/directory attributes
(e.g. diskspace used) visually. Furthermore, users can find particular files/directories quickly by applying
filters on these attributes, such as bytesize filters, level filters, and creation date filters. Similarly, users could
interactively explore other hierarchies using this tool, including genealogy, taxonomy and so on.
5.4.4 Timings
Table 5.2 compares the performance of our method against the linear-time bubble layout on several hier-
archies with varying node statistics. All performance were averaged over five runs, measured on a single
core of a Pentium(R) D CPU@3GHz with 2GB Memory. The comparison shows that our method exhibits
a nearly linear running time as the number of nodes increases.
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5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a novel circular tree drawing approach that allows users to configure the use of guide
circles in graph visualizations. By automatically selecting high degree nodes and drawing their descendants
on separate circles, our method generates efficient and well-spaced tree visualizations. We further show that
data attributes can be mapped to layout entities, such as radial distance or node size. We implemented
these features into a tree visualization system that supports a simple stylized tree drawing and intuitive user
interactions. We demonstrated our approach through a few applications on real world datasets.
Direction for further investigate include more efficient layout methods that can be proven to run in linear
time, guaranteed methods for removing edge crossings, and additional mechanisms for user control in layout.
We are also intrigued by the idea of integrating our tree layout method into systems that visualize complex
graphs, by first laying out an extracted spanning tree [84] or laying out a clustering hierarchies [72, 67].
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Exploring and understanding a complex network data set usually requires collaborative efforts from several
visualization techniques, each of which is designed to reveal particular aspects of the network. In this disser-
tation, we have proposed three novel effective techniques for visualizing scale-free networks and hierarchies,
each of which focuses on a particular mean of visualization, or a different type of data. We can further com-
bine those techniques with each other to server as a more complete visualization system. We will enumerate
those potential possibilities, and demonstrate a few of them with case studies.
At individual technique level, the dissertation has the following contributions:
• Reducing edge crossings and occlusion is important to generate high quality visualizations for large
scale-free networks. Chapter 2 investigated conventional straight line drawing techniques, and pre-
sented a simplification method that removes edge crossing in those drawings by removing “unimpor-
tant” and distracting graph edges. Edges are ranked using betweenness centrality. Edges with low
betweenness are relatively less important to the communication path ways in the network, and are thus
removed during simplification. Meanwhile, nodes, graph features (e.g. cliques), and conductivities are
preserved. At the end, the generated simplified graphs are visualized to provide more concise and
less clutter data overviews, and help users to perceive the communication structure of the graph more
clearly. Chapter 2 also presents a few rendering techniques to enhance the straight drawings, including
edge alpha blending, node coloring, and anisotropic shading.
• Chapter 2 studied curved edge visualization approaches, particularly hierarchical edge bundles (HEB)
[67] which draws edges as curves and merge them into bundles to reduce edge crossings. However,
HEB is limited to compound graphs with hierarchies pre-defined. We thus introduced a new cluster-
ing method that clusters graph nodes into affinity communities. Nodes within the same community
are tightly connected with each other. Communities are further merged iteratively into a hierarchy.
With the hierarchy, we can then visualize scale-free networks using hierarchical edge bundles. Such
visualizations are less cluttered comparing to straight line drawings. At the same time, they reveal
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communalization between different node communities. We have also implemented it into an application
on Facebook to allow users to explore their friend networks.
• Both the simplification method and the clustering method, as well as many other graph analysis
techniques require evaluating centrality metrics, which rank the importance of nodes/edges in a give
network. Commonly applied centrality metrics include closeness centrality, graph centrality, stress
centrality and betweenness centrality. They all require finding all-pair shortest paths, are thus time
consuming to compute. Chapter 4 investigated the GPU architecture which has become a convenient
and powerful general purpose computing platform, and proposed efficient implementation of centrality
metrics. Our GPU implementation obtains 12x-40x speedups comparing to a CPU implementation,
thus allows users to compute centrality metrics on large graphs more efficiently.
• Chapter 5 investigated circular drawing of hierarchies, which can either represent hierarchical data,
such as genealogy and file system, or store results of graph processing methods, such as clustering and
simplification. To effectively visualize large and irregular hierarchies, we devised an adaptive circular
tree drawing approach that generates compact tree drawings of high resolutions. Our approach can also
adapt the layout to a data property so that the property could be reflected intuitively in visualizations.
Furthermore, it allows users to manipulate the virilization interactively to improve their exploring
experience.
6.1 Technique Combinations
Those techniques can be combined together in different visualization scenarios. Figure 6.1 illustrates such
possibilities. Given a graph, the goal is to visualize different aspects of the graph to facilitate users’ ex-
ploration and understanding of the data. Different goals can be achieved following different paths, each
of which is a combination of modules, drawn as boxes. Blue boxes indicate existing modules/techniques,
whereas green boxes indicate our techniques, including “Simplification”, “Clustering” and “Adaptive tree
drawing”. Whenever we need to compute centrality metrics, we will apply our fast GPU implementations,
which is not listed in the illustration. We will explain those paths in detail with case studies.
Figure 6.2 illustrates a case study in which a human disorder-gene network [54] is visualized following
the brown path. The network1 is a bipartite graph of two sets of nodes. One set represents genetic disorders
and the other set represents disease genes. A disorder is connected to a gene if the disorder arises from the
mutation of the gene. More details of the network can be found in the work by Goh et al. [54]. Figure
1Available at http://www.nd.edu/˜alb/Publication06/145-HumanDisease PNAS-14My07-Proc/Suppl/
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Figure 6.1: Applications of our proposed methods in different visualization scenarios.
6.2(a) shows a visualization of the network published on New York Times [3], in which circles correspond
to disorders and squares correspond to genes. The circles are colored base on disorder types and sized
according to the number of gene links. An interactive version is also available on the website [2]. The
visualization is interesting and effective overall, but gets cluttered at some local regions. Figure 6.2(c) shows
our visualization of the same network using hierarchical edge bundles. Disorders and genes are separated
into different groups drawn on circles. Between different groups, there are seldom connections. While within
the same group, disorders and genes are highly associated with each other, and their associations are drawn
with curves instead of straight lines to reduce edge occlusion. One benefit of the visualization is that groups
of highly associated disorders and genes are well separated in the layout, without overlapping or interleaving.
Disorders in the same group tend to belong to the same type (examined later). Additionally, it is easy to tell
that which groups are large and dense, and which ones are small. Such a visualization is created following the
brown path in Figure 6.1. Given the disorder-gene network, we first cluster it into a community hierarchy, as
shown in Figure 6.2(b). Disorders and genes in the same community are highly associated with each other.
We then layout the hierarchy using our adaptive tree drawing technique, and the visualization is shown in
Figure 6.2(d). We draw all first level internal nodes on different circles to emphasize the communities they
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(a) Human disease-gene network (b) Community hierarchy
(c) Hierarchical edge bundles
Obesity
Diabetes mellitus
Colon cancer
Leukemia
Lipoma
Cataract
Epilepsy
Ichthyosis
Blood group
Deafness
Cardiomyopathy
Parkinson disease
Retinitis pigmentosa
Thrombophilia
Neutropenia
(d) Adaptive hierarchy drawing
Figure 6.2: Visualizations of a human disorder-gene network using both our clustering and adaptive tree drawing
techniques. Labels in (d) are aligned on the right side of the corresponding nodes.
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represent. A few disorders are also labeled to verify that the same type of disorders is likely clustered into
the same community. Finally, we draw all the disorder-gene associations on top of the hierarchy as edge
bundles. Nodes are colored in a hue color mapping based on their polar angles in the radial layout in Figure
6.2(b). Edges are colored by linearly interpolating the colors of end nodes.
(a) Computational geometric webpage network (b) Visualization after edge simplification
Figure 6.3: Improving visualizations of a webpage network with edge simplification.
Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 illustrate case studies where a computational geometry webpage network2 is
explored following the red passes in Figure 6.1. Each node represents a webpage related to computational
geometry. An edge is created if one webpage refers another webpage. The original network has 2269 nodes
and 8131 edges, and is visualized in Figure 6.3(a). We can simplify it with our edge simplification approach
to obtain a better overview of the data. The simplified network is visualized in Figure 6.3(b). Both results
are drawn with the GEM layout method [46]. With the overview, we can further explore local details in the
network. Suppose we are interested in all the webpages connected to a particular webpage which is labeled
in Figure 6.3(b). We can then extract a subgraph that contains its 2-hop local neighborhood from the
original network. The subgraph is visualized in Figure 6.4(a), which is still very dense. To understand how
webpages in the subgraph are structured and connected, we can follow the brown path in Figure 6.1. We
first apply our clustering method to construct a community hierarchy, as shown in Figure 6.4(b). Parts of
the hierarchy are zoomed in and labeled, as shown in Figure 6.4(d). The first part is a collection of webpages
related to tools and source codes, and the second part is a collection of webpages related to conferences in
2Available at http://www.cs.toronto.edu/˜tsap/experiments/datasets/
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(a) 2-hop neighborhood of a particular node (b) Community hierarchy
(c) Hierarchical edge bundles (d) Zoomed in regions of hierarchy with labels
Figure 6.4: Explorations of a subgraph of the webpage network with node clustering and hierarchical edge bundles.
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this field. With the community hierarchy, we further visualize the subgraph with hierarchical edge bundles,
which is shown in Figure 6.4(c). Colors are linearly interpolated along edges between two webpages they are
connecting to. We color the referring webpages red, and the webpages being referred green. Globally, the
visualization depicts how webpages in different categories connect with each other. Locally, it allows us to
examine what webpages are referring to many others or being referred by many others.
6.2 Limitations
This dissertation focuses on new algorithms and techniques, and ignores their useability issues. We have
implemented each of them into an visualization system, following simple design principles, such as “Overview
first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [110]. However, we did not perform any user studies to verify
whether the systems can be well adopted by users. We did receive a few positive comments and feedbacks
regarding ”Friend Insight”, our visualization application on Facebook.
(a) A planar graph (b) Visualization after edge simplification
Figure 6.5: Our simplification method does not work well on non-scale-free networks.
At technique level, the simplification method, the clustering method, and our centrality metric imple-
mentations on GPU are limited to scale-free networks, as they are designed according to characteristics of
such networks. In particular, the simplification method is based on the characteristic that edges in scale-free
network are not created equal. The clustering approach is based on the characteristic that nodes are locally
well connected with high clustering coefficients. The centrality metric implementations on GPU are based on
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the characteristic that node degrees are non-uniform. For other type of graphs, they might not work properly
or efficiently. Figure 6.5 shows the results of applying our simplification method to a planar graph. In such
a graph, edges are almost equally important according to betweenness centrality, thus our method failed
to detect and preserve its structure during edge removal. Meanwhile, most of the nodes in such a network
share the same number (e.g. 3) of neighbors, and have very low clustering coefficients. Thus our clustering
approach will fail to find good community clusters. Due to the same reason, our GPU implementation
of centrality metrics will not be more efficient than existing approaches on such a network. Nevertheless,
non-scale-free networks can be processed with many other techniques, such as [52] for simplifying meshes,
[78] for drawing near planar graphs, [7] for drawing graphs with different topology features, and [111] for
evaluating centrality metrics.
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